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ABSTRACT 
A MONTE CARLO STUDY: THE IMPACT OF MISSING DATA IN  
CROSS-CLASSIFICATION RANDOM EFFECTS MODELS 
by 
Meltem Alemdar 
Unlike multilevel data with a purely nested structure, data that are cross-classified 
not only may be clustered into hierarchically ordered units but also may belong to more 
than one unit at a given level of a hierarchy. In a cross-classified design, students at a 
given school might be from several different neighborhoods and one neighborhood might 
have students who attend a number of different schools. In this type of scenario, schools 
and neighborhoods are considered to be cross-classified factors, and cross-classified 
random effects modeling (CCREM) should be used to analyze these data appropriately. A 
common problem in any type of multilevel analysis is the presence of missing data at any 
given level. There has been little research conducted in the multilevel literature about the 
impact of missing data, and none in the area of cross-classified models. The purpose of 
this study was to examine the effect of data that are missing completely at random 
(MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and missing not at random (MNAR), on CCREM 
estimates while exploring multiple imputation to handle the missing data. In addition, this 
study examined the impact of including an auxiliary variable that is correlated with the 
variable with missingness (the level-1 predictor) in the imputation model for multiple 
imputation. This study expanded on the CCREM Monte Carlo simulation work of 
Meyers (2004) by the inclusion of studying the effect of missing data and method for 
  
handling these missing data with CCREM. The results demonstrated that in general, 
multiple imputation met Hoogland and Boomsma’s (1998) relative bias estimation 
criteria (less than 5% in magnitude) for parameter estimates under different types of 
missing data patterns. For the standard error estimates, substantial relative bias (defined 
by Hoogland and Boomsma as greater than 10%) was found in some conditions. When 
multiple imputation was used to handle the missing data then substantial bias was found 
in the standard errors in most cells where data were MNAR. This bias increased as a 
function of the percentage of missing data.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The present study investigated the impact of missing data with cross-classification 
random effects modeling (CCREM), where individuals belong to more than one unit at a 
given level. Unlike multilevel data with a purely nested structure, data that are cross-
classified may not only be clustered into hierarchically ordered units; they may also 
belong to more than one unit at a given level of a hierarchy. For example, in a purely 
nested design, students who belong to one neighborhood would all attend the same group 
of schools and these schools would have only one neighborhood where students belong. 
In a cross-classified design, however, students at a given school might be from several 
different neighborhoods and one neighborhood might have students who attend a number 
of different schools. In this type of scenario, schools and neighborhoods are considered to 
be cross-classified factors and CCREM should be used to appropriately analyze these 
data.  
Meyers and Beretvas (2006) investigated the impact of inappropriate modeling of 
cross-classified data by analyzing both real and simulated data. In the simulation study, 
their major finding was that when the cross-classified structure was ignored, the fixed 
effect estimates were unbiased; however, the standard errors associated with the 
incorrectly modeled variables were underestimated. Such underestimation would result in 
an inflation of the Type I error rate. 
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A common problem in any type of multilevel analysis is the presence of missing 
data at any given level. There has been little research conducted in the multilevel 
literature about the impact of missing data, and no research to date has investigated the 
impact of missing data in the area of cross-classified models. Using a search of applied 
articles from PsycInfo database, researchers conducting CCREM primarily used the 
typical default for handling missing data, listwise deletion (LD).  None of these studies 
used more advanced techniques, such as multiple imputation (MI), for handling missing 
data. While LD can be correctly implemented when data are missing completely at 
random (MCAR), it is not robust to data that are missing at random (MAR; Shafer & 
Graham, 2002). Using LD can result in biased results if the data are MAR or missing not 
at random (MNAR). MI, on the other hand, can be accurately used if the data are at least 
MAR and if data are MNAR then use of an auxiliary variable can improve its 
performance (Collins, Schafer, & Kam, 2001). 
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of MCAR, MAR, and 
MNAR data on CCREM fixed effect estimates while exploring MI to handle the missing 
data in a Monte Carlo simulation study. This research expanded on the CCREM work of 
Meyers and Beretvas (2006), where they compared both real and simulated data by 
examining the impact of inappropriate modeling of cross-classified data, by the inclusion 
of studying the impact of missing data and using MI for handling these missing data with 
CCREM.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter begins with an introduction to hierarchical linear modeling (HLM), a 
brief history of its use, and its application in the area of educational research. Next, an 
explanation of CCREM models is given along with an example of cross-classified data in 
an educational setting. Finally, a discussion of missing data in CCREM is given, 
including missing data patterns and methods for handling missing data. 
Hierarchical Linear Modeling 
Hierarchical linear models (HLM) investigates the impact of both individual and 
grouping factors on some individual level outcome through incorporating data from 
multiple levels. For example, student achievement may be a function of student level 
characteristics (e.g., IQ and study habits), classroom level factors (e.g., instruction style 
and textbook), school level factors (e.g., Adequate Yearly Progress), and so on. In 
educational settings, students are nested within a classroom and classrooms nested within 
a school. When nesting occurs, the relationship between predictors and the dependent 
variable can be extended to more than one level. For example, student achievement can 
be predicted not only by student-level variables but also by school-level variables.  
 Most traditional statistical techniques are not capable of taking into account data 
with a hierarchical structure (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Ordinary least squares (OLS) 
regression, which uses single-level procedures for modeling, disaggregates all higher 
order variables to the individual level. For example, in a scenario where schools are 
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sampled and then students are sampled from those schools, the analysis is usually done 
where school characteristics are assigned to the individual level and variance in the 
dependent variable attributable to school characteristics is ignored. The problem with this 
approach is that OLS assumes that observations are independent of one another. Students 
in the same school, however, have the same value on each of the school variables. Shared 
experiences within schools can create dependent observations, which violate this 
independence of errors assumption. Thus, ignoring a hierarchical structure might violate 
this assumption, which results in biased standard errors and high Type I error rates 
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). 
 Another traditional analysis approach is to aggregate the individual-level 
variables up to the next level. Thus, student characteristics are aggregated across schools. 
When the student characteristics are aggregated, however, within-group information is 
not taken into account. Therefore, a good amount of important information, which could 
explain the variation within groups, is lost. Because of the accompanying reduction in 
sample size, power to detect an effect also diminishes. As a result, both aggregating and 
disaggregating are not reasonable when the data structure is hierarchical (Raudenbush & 
Bryk, 2002). 
 Instead of ignoring variation in the dependent variable attributable to group 
characteristics, HLM can accurately incorporate group-level and individual-level 
predictors because it takes into account error structures at each level. HLM investigates 
the relationships within a single level and between or across hierarchical levels. For 
example, students within a particular school are likely to be more similar with each other 
than with students in other schools. In this case, HLM recognizes that students may not 
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provide independent observations. HLM allows the partial interdependence of students 
within a school while it combines both student-level and school-level responses. In 
addition, while keeping constant the correct level of analysis for the independent variable, 
HLM estimates both lower and higher level variance in the dependent variable. This 
allows researchers to use individual independent variables at the individual level and 
group independent variables at the group level (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). 
Bryk and Raudenbush (1988) pioneered much of what is currently known about 
HLM in their textbook. The authors described within-group and between-group equations 
along with demonstrations of HLM in educational settings. Because much of the research 
in education involves nested data structures, Raudenbush and Bryk (1988) demonstrated 
that HLM measures these data better than single-level methods.   
Numerous authors have contributed to the development of HLM to address issues 
related to the hierarchical structure of data. Tate and Wongbundhit (1983) showed that 
single-level analysis is problematic in the presence of a hierarchical structure when they 
compared single and multilevel models. Browne, Goldstein, and Rasbash (2001) applied 
HLM to educational data, and Goldstein (1987) demonstrated the application of 
multilevel modeling in educational and social science research. In addition, Goldstein 
(1995) applied multilevel linear and nonlinear modeling approaches involving school 
effectiveness and cross-classified data. Kreft and de Leeuw (1998) provided examples 
using multilevel modeling in social and educational research, where they addressed 
practical issues and potential problems of doing multilevel analyses. Lastly, Hox (2002) 
discussed the extension of HLM models and special application areas. He emphasized 
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understanding the methodological and statistical issues involved in using multilevel 
models. 
In the literature, various terms have been used to describe HLM models. These 
include covariance component models (Goldstein, 1987; Longford, 1987), random-
effects and mixed effects models (Laird & Ware, 1982; Singer, 1998), hierarchical linear 
modeling (Bryk & Raudenbush, 2002) and multilevel regression models (Hox, 2002). 
Researchers have also employed a variety of statistical programs, such as HLM 6 
(Raudenbush, Bryk, & Congdon, 2005), SAS PROC MIXED (Institute, 2006), MLwiN 
(Rasbash, Browne, & Goldstein, 2000), MPLUS (Hagenaars & Van de Pol, 2002) and 
BMDP (Bentler, 1989) for data analysis and modeling purposes.  
Two-level HLM Models 
HLM can be described as the extension of a linear regression model, which adds 
random effects at multiple levels. Suppose that a researcher is interested in using grade 
point average (GPA) to predict scholastic aptitude test (SAT) scores. In this case, both 
variables are student level variables and simple regression could be used. However, in an 
education setting usually students (individual level) are nested within classes (group 
level), and classes are nested within schools. Therefore, using HLM allows the researcher 
to divide the variance in the outcome variable at the group and individual levels.  
A typical two-level HLM model in an educational setting assigns students to 
level-1 and schools to level-2. The first estimated HLM is typically a fully unconditional 
model; no explanatory variables are included at either level. With this model, the amount 
of variance in the outcome variable that is attributable to within-group characteristics 
(here, students) and to between-group differences (schools) can be identified.  
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The researcher would start the analysis by running a fully unconditional model at 
level-1: 
   ijjij rY += 0β        (1) 
where  ijY  is the dependent variable (SAT) for student i within school j, and j0β  (the 
intercept) is the mean SAT test score for school j, and ijr  is the level-1 residual by which 
student i’s score differs from school j’s mean test score. At level-2, the coefficients from 
level-1 are treated as outcome variables. The level-2 unconditional model is: 
  joj u000 += γβ              (2) 
where ojβ  is the outcome variable, and 00γ  (intercept) is the grand mean of the school 
SAT score averages. 
The residual term associated with level-1, ijr , is the unique effect on the outcome 
variable corresponding to the ith student in the jth school; it is assumed to be normally 
and independently distributed with a mean of zero and constant variance, 2σ . The 
residual term associated with level-2, ju0 , is the unique effect of school j on the outcome 
variable; it is assumed to be normally and independently distributed with a mean of zero 
and constant variance, 00τ . The level-2 residual variance captures the variation across 
school means.  
The level-1 and level-2 models can be combined into a single equation using 
substitution: 
ojijij urY ++= 00γ       (3) 
One important component in HLM is the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), 
which is a measure of the extent to which individuals are not independent of a grouping 
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variable (here, schools). The ICC represents the proportion of the variance in the outcome 
variable that is between level-2 units (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).  
Once the fully unconditional model is run and the proportion of between-group 
variation determined, then a conditional model can be examined where predictors are 
included at either one level or both levels. In this example, level-1 takes into account the 
student’s GPA to explain the variability between individuals on the dependent variable 
(SAT). The level-1 equation follows: 
ijijjjij rXY ++= 110 ββ       (4) 
 
where ijY  is the outcome for the ith student in the jth school, j0β  is the predicted test 
score (the intercept) for the jth school when GPA equals to 0. When a predictor does not 
have a true zero value, the intercept can be problematic for interpretation; therefore; 
centering is sometimes necessary. j1β  is the expected change in test score associated with 
one point increase in GPA, and ijX 1  is the GPA for individual i in classroom j, and ijr  is 
the level-1 residual.  
At level-2, explanatory variables can be added to explain any variability between 
schools in the level-1 intercepts or slopes. The average number of years teaching 
experience for teachers, ijW , within the schools can be used as a predictor at level-2. 
Intercepts j0β  and slopes j1β  can be modeled in the level-2 between-school model as 
follows:  
   
jjj
jjj
uW
uW
1111101
0101000
++=
++=
γγβ
γγβ
     (5) 
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where 00γ  is the mean SAT score for a school where the average teacher’s number of 
years teaching is equal to zero, jW1  represents the average teacher’s years of experience 
for school j, 01γ is the amount of change in the dependent variable (SAT) with a one year 
increase in average number of years teaching, 10γ  is the mean GPA-SAT slope where 
average teacher’s number of years teaching equals zero, 11γ  represents the amount of 
change in the GPA-SAT slope with one point increase on average years of teaching 
experience. oju  is the random effect of school j, representing random variation in the 
average SAT among schools and  ju1  is also random effect of school j, representing 
random variation on the SAT slope within schools. oju  and ju1  are unique effects with 
means of zero and variances 00τ  and 11τ , respectively. They represent the variability in 
j0β  and j1β  remaining after controlling for jW1 . The combined model can be shown as:  
[ ]ijijjjijjijjij rXuuXWXWY ++++++= 110111111010100 γγγγ         (6) 
where the random effects are contained within the brackets. 
Cross-Classified Data 
 In the previous section, the discussion pointed out a scenario where students are 
nested in schools in a two-level hierarchical structure. To extend the modeling further, 
the researcher could model the schools as nested within neighborhoods (a three level 
structure: students at level-1, schools at level-2, and neighborhoods at level-3). In a 
purely nested design, students who belong to one neighborhood would all attend the same 
group of schools and these schools would have only one neighborhood where students 
belong. In a cross-classified design, however, students at a given school might be from 
several different neighborhoods and one neighborhood might have students who attend a 
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number of different schools. In this type of scenario, schools and neighborhoods are 
considered to be cross-classified factors. To appropriately analyze these data, Cross-
classified random effects modeling (CCREM) should be used (Raudenbush and Bryk, 
2002).  
Cross-classification takes into account the influences from two different contexts 
that are not purely nested: in this example they are schools and neighborhoods. Compared 
with traditional HLM, CCREM can increase the precision of standard error estimates of 
random effects by considering clustered data at both of those levels (Meyers & Beretvas, 
2006). Furthermore, inappropriate modeling of cross-classified data could be a problem if 
a researcher is interested in evaluating the effects of variables at the ignored level (i.e., if 
one of the cross-classified factors is not included in the analysis and only a standard two-
level model is examined). In Figure 1 below, the first diagram illustrates a non-cross-
classified structure. In this structure there are three levels: students, schools and 
neighborhoods. A typical hierarchical model has students nested in schools, and schools 
nested within neighborhoods. In a cross-classified structure, however, students in a given 
neighborhood might attend different schools, and one school might draw students from 
different neighborhoods. Subsequently the cross-classified data structure occurs at level-
2.  
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Figure 1. Cross-Classified Structures. 
a) Non-cross classified structure 
 
 
Level 3-Neighborhoods       1     2     3 
 
 
 
Level 2- Schools   1  2  3 
 
 
 
Level 1- Students      S1         S2    S3        S4    S5            S6 
 
 
b) Cross-classified structure 
 
 
Level 2-Schools   1  2  3 
 
 
 
Level 1- Students    S1         S2    S3        S4    S5            S6 
 
 
 
 
 
Level-2- Neighborhoods  1  2           3 
Note: Six students at level-1 are nested within a neighborhood and school cross- 
classification at level-2. This figure was adapted from Goldstein and Fielding 
(2006). 
In Figure 1, the difference between HLM and CCREM lies in the structure of the 
data. In the cross-classified structure, for example, students 1 and 2 attend the same 
school but come from different neighborhoods, whereas students 3 and 5 come from the 
same neighborhood but attend different schools.  
In this example, researchers can take into account influences coming from two 
different factors: neighborhoods and schools. This may improve the estimation of 
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explanatory variable effects ensuring the structure is properly specified (Goldstein & 
Fielding, 2006). In a cross-classified model, before introducing explanatory variables, the 
variation in outcomes could be examined by looking at the differences between schools, 
between neighborhoods, and between individual students after controlling for 
neighborhood and school effects. This will give a basis for then extending the model to 
identify which neighborhood, school, and student characteristics might explain some part 
of these component variances. After adding explanatory variables, the residual 
components of variance can be estimated which will provide more information about the 
variation in outcomes (Rasbash & Browne, 2001) 
Cross-Classification Random Effects Modeling 
The first and most well known study using CCREM was carried out by 
Raudenbush (1993), who reanalyzed data from a previous study he had conducted 
(Garner & Raudenbush, 1991). In the first study, the authors had investigated the impact 
of school effects for neighborhoods (living environment) on student achievement in one 
school district in Scotland. In the first analysis the data were considered as purely 
hierarchical: students were nested in neighborhoods. Raudenbush (1993) later reanalyzed 
the data taking into account the cross-classified data structure; schools and 
neighborhoods. In the study, there were 2310 children from 524 neighborhoods who 
attended 17 schools. The data were cross-classified because students from one 
neighborhood attended a host of schools and students from a particular school came from 
multiple neighborhoods. Some neighborhoods contributed as many as eight students, 
some contributed only one student, and some neighborhoods contributed no students. In 
the original study, Garner and Raudenbush (1991) ignored the variance between schools, 
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instead focusing only on neighborhoods. In reanalyzing the data, Raudenbush (1993) 
estimated both the school and neighborhood variance using cross-classified modeling. 
With the cross-classified model, Raudenbush was able to examine the variation in student 
achievement resulting from neighborhoods, schools, and students after taking into 
account student, neighborhood, and school characteristics. In reanalyzing the data, the 
variance attributable to both schools and neighborhoods were estimated. The comparison 
of both studies’ results indicated that neighborhood poverty had an impact on student 
achievement. However, part of the variability that had been incorrectly attributed to 
individual difference was now attributed to school effects such as teacher and classroom 
size effects. 
Goldstein and Sammons (1997) utilized cross-classified modeling to investigate 
the effects of different primary school characteristics on student exam performance.  The 
study was designed to see what carryover effects the primary school attended might have 
on students’ progress in middle school. The research sample consisted of 758 students in 
48 primary schools that went on to 116 different middle schools. In a purely nested data 
structure, students at a particular middle school come from the same primary school; 
however, in this study, not everyone at a particular primary school attended the same 
middle school. Therefore, students were cross-classified by primary and middle schools. 
The essential feature is that level-2 was a cross-classification of the different 
combinations of primary school and middle school that students (level-1) attended. They 
concluded that students with high average test scores at a given primary school also 
tended to have high scores in a given middle school. 
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CCREM can also be utilized with longitudinal designs where data might be 
collected from students during their middle school and high school years (a growth curve 
design). A researcher might be interested in looking at test score growth over multiple 
years. The test could be given first at seventh grade and then every year through eleventh 
grade. Although students are nested in both middle schools and high schools, students in 
the same middle school may not attend the same high school and vice versa. In this case, 
students are cross-classified by both the middle school and high school they attended 
(Goldstein, 1995). It is very likely that both middle and high school characteristics 
contribute to the variance in test scores; thus, CCREM should be used.  
CCREM Example: Fully Unconditional Model 
Raudenbush and Bryk’s (2002) example of cross-classified neighborhoods and 
schools will be used to illustrate a simple CCREM model. The fully unconditional model 
estimates the variation between neighborhoods, between schools, and within schools and 
neighborhoods. Each potential combination of school and neighborhood is referred to as 
a cell in the CCREM literature. The level-1 or within-cell model represents the 
relationships among the student-level variables; the level-2 or between-cell model 
captures the influence of school- and neighborhood level factors. In the model, there are 
jkni ,...,2,1=  level-1 units (e.g., students) nested within cells cross-classified by j = 1,..., J 
first level-2 units (e.g., neighborhoods), designated as rows, and k = 1,..., K second level-
2 units (e.g., schools), designated as columns. The notation of (jk) indicates that the cells 
are conceptually at the same level: the thjk )(  neighborhood/school (Raudenbush & Byrk, 
2002). At level-1, students (within-cell) are nested within each cell of the cross-
classification. The level-1 unconditional model is 
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)()(0)( jkijkjki eY += β              (7) 
where )( jkiY  is the test score for student i within the cross-classification of neighborhood j 
and school k; )(0 jkβ  is the mean achievement score for students who attend school k  and 
live in neighborhood j; and )( jkie  is the random student effect (a residual error term). The 
error is assumed to be normally and independently distributed with a mean of 0 and a 
constant variance, 2σ .  
At level-2 (between cells), variation between cells represents the components of 
school effects, neighborhood effects, and a school by neighborhood interaction effect. 
The level-2 unconditional model is  
)(00000000)(0 jkkjjk dcb +++= γβ     (8) 
where )(0 jkβ  is the intercept from level-1, 000γ  is the average achievement score for all 
students; 00 jb  is the random effect of neighborhood j, which is assumed to be normally 
distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance, 000bτ ; kc00  is the random effect of 
school k, which is also assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a 
constant variance 000cτ ; and )(0 jkd  is the random interaction effect of school and 
neighborhood, which is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a 
constant variance, 00dτ . The random interaction effect is the deviation of the cell mean 
from the two main effects (neighborhoods and schools). Usually, the within-cell sample 
sizes are not big enough to distinguish the variance associated with the interaction effect, 
000dτ  from the within-cell variance, 
2σ . Therefore, Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) 
typically recommend dropping the interaction effect from the model. 
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Similar to the ICC, the intra-unit correlation coefficient (IUCC) is used with 
CCREM to determine the proportion of variability that is between schools and that which 
is between neighborhoods. The following formula calculates the IUCC for students 
attending the same school and living in the same neighborhood for models where the 
interaction has not been estimated (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002):  
2
000000
000000
σττ
ττ
++
+
=
cb
cb
bcdP  .   (9) 
This formula gives the correlation between the outcomes of students who attend the same 
school and live in the same neighborhood. This can also be considered as the proportion 
of variance in the outcome that lies between each of the cross-classified factors (here, 
between schools, between neighborhoods, and between cells – the interaction between 
neighborhood and schools). 
The following formula provides the IUCC for students attending different schools 
but living in the same neighborhood (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).  
2
000000
000
σττ
τ
++
=
cb
b
bP  .    (10) 
 
This provides the proportion of variance that is attributable to neighborhoods. Finally, the 
following formula calculates the IUCC for students attending the same schools and but 
living in different neighborhoods:  
2
000000
000
σττ
τ
++
=
cb
c
cP  .    (11) 
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The formula gives the correlation between outcomes of students who attend the same 
school but live in the different neighborhoods. This provides the proportion of variance 
that is attributable to school effects.  
CCREM Example: Fully Conditional Model 
After estimating the unconditional model, predictors can be included to explain 
variation. In this example, two level-2 variables can be included: the proportion of 
students receiving a reduced lunch rate (RLR), which is a school characteristic, and socio-
economic status (SES), which is a neighborhood characteristic. Additionally, one student-
level variable (gender: female=1, male=0) will be included in the level-1 model. The 
level-1 equation is as follows: 
 )()()(1)(0)( jkijkijkjkjki eXY ++= ββ  (12)  
At level-1, )( jkiY  is the math test score, and )( jkiX  is the gender of student i in 
neighborhood j and school k, )(0 jkβ  is the intercept, or predicted achievement score for 
males in cell (jk), and )(1 jkβ  is the regression coefficient, or the predicted change in the 
test score for females in cell (jk). Furthermore, )( jkie  is the within-cell random effect, or 
the deviation of student i in neighborhood j and school k’s achievement score from the 
predicted score after taking gender into account. It is assumed normally and 
independently distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance, 2σ . 
At level-2, each of the level-1 coefficients becomes an outcome that represents 
the variation between cells created by the crossing of the two factors. This variation can 
be modeled as a function of level-2 predictors, such as characteristics of the schools or 
the neighborhoods, and the interactions between neighborhood and school predictors.  
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To explain variability in test scores, one school (k) characteristic (RLR) and one 
neighborhood (j) characteristic (SES) will be included at level-2. The level-2 equation 
follows: 
 kjkjjk cbZW 0000020010000)(0 ++++= γγγβ  (13)  
   100)(1 γβ =jk  
jW is the SES of the neighborhood, and 010γ  is its effect on the outcome; kZ is the RLR 
of the school, and 020γ  is its effect on the outcome; and 00 jb  and kc00  are residual 
random effects of neighborhood and schools, respectively. The effect of neighborhood 
SES, 010γ , could also be modeled as randomly varying across schools and similarly the 
coefficient of kZ (the RLR of the school), 020γ , could be modeled to vary across 
neighborhoods. The effect of level-1 predictor and each cross-classified factor’s 
characteristics ( kZ  and jW ) are fixed across the cross-classified factors. 
Then, combining level-1 and level-2 and creating a single equation becomes: 
                          [ ])(0000
)(100020010000)(
jkikj
jkikjjki
ecb
XZWY
+++
+++= γγγγ
    .    (14) 
 
Cross-Classified Random Effect Models in the Literature 
To date, the use of CCREM to analyze cross-classified data is not very common 
in educational research (Meyers, 2005). There have also been few methodological 
CCREM studies that have been conducted (see Browne, Goldstein, & Rasbash, 2001; 
Clayton & Rasbash, 1999; Meyers & Beretvas, 2006).  
The purpose of Meyers and Beretvas’ (2006) study was to investigate the impact 
of inappropriate modeling of cross-classified data by analyzing both real and simulated 
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data. Their study was comprised of two parts. First, a Monte Carlo simulation was 
designed to investigate possible factors influencing the use of CCREM. Additionally, the 
impact of ignoring the cross-classification of data was investigated. In order to determine 
which study conditions would be employed, a review was first conducted of the dataset 
from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Students in this 
dataset were nested within a cross-classification of middle and high schools. In addition 
to creating simulation study conditions that were reflective of this dataset, they also used 
this example to illustrate the simulation model that was utilized. A variety of conditions 
were manipulated to explore what differences in variances would occur as compared to 
properly modeled cross-classified data. In order to illustrate the CCREM simulation 
model, they used an example where students were cross-classified by middle and high 
school. In this example, they considered students who were measured on a standardized 
test during high school but the effects of high school and middle school characteristics 
were of interest for their impact on the outcome variable. They included one student 
predictor (gender) at level-1 and one predictor for each of the two cross-classified factors 
(school size for middle schools and reduced lunch rate for high schools) were included in 
the model at level-2. 
The first study factor examined was the correlation between the residuals for the 
two cross-classified factors. Meyers and Beretvas (2006) created a logical pattern for 
combining the levels of the cross-classified factors based on the assumption that real data 
situations there likely show correlations among the cross-classified factors (Bryk & 
Raudenbush, 2002). For example, students from a low-income middle school most likely 
will also attend a low-income high school. Therefore, the authors used two levels of this 
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factor: one in which the middle school and high school conditional residuals were 
correlated ( ρ =0.40), and the other in which no correlation was present between the 
residuals ( ρ =0.00). 
The second manipulated study factor was the number of middle schools feeding 
into each high school. Using the NELS:88 dataset as a guideline, Meyers and Beretvas 
(2006) found that typically either two or three middle schools fed into a given high 
school; hence, these two levels were included in their study. 
 Next, in order to manipulate sample size, the number of middle schools and high 
schools were manipulated. The number of schools, 30, was considered to represent a 
small sample size within each cross-classified factor (middle schools and high schools) 
and 50, represented a large number of schools within each cross-classified factor. The 
average number of students sampled from each high school was also manipulated in the 
study. The number of students in each high school was randomly generated as the sample 
size across high schools would tend to be different. The number of students for each high 
school was drawn from a normal distribution with either a mean of 20 or a mean of 40 
and a standard deviation of 2. Again, the sample size was chosen to mirror the real data 
situation from the NELS:88 dataset.  
Lastly, based on a search of applied studies utilizing CCREM as well as examples 
in multilevel modeling textbooks, Meyers and Beretvas (2006) found that the conditional 
IUCC estimates ranged from 0.009% to 24.0%. In order to represent small and moderate 
IUCCs, Meyers and Beretvas chose 5% and 15%, respectively as levels to include in their 
simulation study. The random interaction effect of middle school and high school was not 
modeled as “it is typically not well estimated” (Meyers & Beretvas, 2006, p. 483). 
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The estimated fixed and random effects as well as their standard errors were 
summarized and compared across the 1,000 replications in each condition. The percent 
relative bias for the parameter and standard error estimates were calculated. Conditions 
where there was no correlation ( ρ =0.00) between the two cross-classified factors’ 
residuals showed more biased standard errors when the cross-classified structure was 
ignored. The authors explained this result as when the middle school and high school 
were related, this relationship might explain some of the variation attributable to the other 
factors. Additionally, the standard error bias magnitude increased when the sample size 
of the cross-classified factors was large when the cross-classified structure was ignored. 
This result might be related to “design effect” in cluster sampling. The sample size in per-
cluster usually influences the degree of design effect (Kalton, 1983). Estimates of the 
level-1 variance and associated standard error estimates were also affected by model 
misspecification. When the cross-classified structure was ignored, more positive bias 
emerged in the level-1 parameter estimates.  
  In the second part of their study, Meyers and Beretvas (2006) conducted an 
applied analysis where they used the NELS:88 dataset to compare parameter estimates 
when the cross-classified data were modeled and then in two scenarios where the data 
were modeled without taking into account the cross-classification. The NELS:88 data set 
consisted of 25,000 eighth grade students who were tested over eight years. It should be 
noted that although the data collected in NELS:88 were longitudinal, the proposed 
models examined in both the simulation and the applied portion of their study were not 
growth models but instead cross-sectional. Instead, the impact of middle and high school 
characteristics were taken into account for a standardized measure assessed in high 
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school. Students were nested within a cross-classification of middle school and high 
school. The two HLM analyses were separated as HLM-Delete and HLM-Complete, 
where HLM-Delete removed all cases that did not meet the conditions of the primary 
case. Specifically, in order to make a more purely nested scenario, they only included 
students in their analysis if in attending a particular high school they also attended the 
primary feeder middle school. Any student at a high school that came from a middle 
school other than the primary feeder middle school was deleted from the data set. The 
purpose of this method was to remove the cross-classification from the data set by 
deleting students not from the same primary feeder schools. A two-level HLM model was 
then used where one explanatory variable (gender) was included at level-1 and two 
explanatory variables (reduced lunch rate and school size) were included at level-2. 
The second traditional HLM method employed, HLM-Complete, was also 
designed to ignore the cross-classification of the data. In this analysis the variability due 
to middle schools was ignored and only the nestedness from high school membership was 
included. The two level HLM model with two explanatory variables (gender and middle 
school size) at level-1 and one explanatory variable (reduced lunch rate) at level-2 were 
used.  
The results of HLM-Complete and HLM-Delete were then compared with the 
results from when the cross-classification of the data was correctly taken into account 
(when CCREM was utilized). In particular, the authors were interested in comparing the 
estimates and statistical significance of each fixed effect across the models. The 
comparison of the results of the three models showed that the parameter estimates 
differed for data analyzed using CCREM as opposed to the other two models, which 
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means that the analysis for a misspecified model would be misleading. Additionally, they 
concluded that when a researcher models only high school (ignoring middle school 
clustering), he or she may find a more significant high school variance component than 
would be found if the cross-classification was taken into account. This may lead the 
generalizability of the study in a wrong way, explaining all variability with only high 
school characteristics. 
Meyers and Beretvas (2006) found from both studies that if a cross-classified 
factor is ignored, its related variables will show that they have more of an influence than 
they actually do. The major finding from the simulation study was that when the cross-
classification was ignored, the fixed effect parameter estimates were not biased; however, 
the standard errors were underestimated where it might result in Type I error rate for test 
of statistical significance when compared with traditional HLM.  
Missing Data 
A common problem in any type of multilevel analysis is the presence of missing 
data at any given level. Missing data have become an important issue in many empirical 
studies (Lepkowski, Landis & Stehouwer, 1987; Little & Rubin, 1987) but to date little 
attention has been paid to their effects on HLM analyses. Lack of response can occur for 
a variety of reasons, especially in studies with large sample sizes and in longitudinal 
studies where the probability of subject attrition increases. Most statistical procedures 
were designed for complete data sets; thus, dealing with missing data is problematic for 
data analyses. Moreover, the most important concern regarding missing data is the extent 
to which the missing information can affect study results (McKnight, McKnight, Sidani, 
& Figueredo, 2007). Missing data may bias parameter and standard error estimates, 
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inflate Type I and Type II error rates, and result in a reduction of statistical power 
(Allison, 2001). 
The framework of missing data inference was developed by Little & Rubin 
(1987). He discussed three different missing data mechanisms:  
1. Missing completely at random (MCAR). MCAR occurs when missing data 
on variable Y is not related to the value of Y itself or to the values of other 
variables in the data set. For example, one student might accidentally skip 
an item on a given test. In other words, the missingness occurs purely by 
chance.  
2.  Missing at random (MAR). MAR occurs when the probability of missing 
data on Y is not related to the value of Y, but is related to the value of one 
or more completely observed variables in the data set. For example, 
suppose a drug use questionnaire was administered and non-response 
occurred mostly among high socioeconomic status (SES) students. 
However, the missing values were not related to the frequency of drug use 
for students with the same SES status. In other words, the missingness on 
drug use is not related after controlling for SES. Most methods for 
handling missing data are designed under this assumption. 
3.  Missing Not At Random (MNAR). If the missingness depends on the value 
of Y, then MNAR occurs. For example, when asking students for their test 
scores in a survey, it might be that missing values are more likely to occur 
when students have low test scores and are embarrassed to report them.  
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Several authors have stated that the MCAR condition may rarely occur in practice 
(e.g., Muthen, Kaplan, & Hollis, 1987; Enders, 2003). MCAR is also considered to be a 
special case of MAR (Enders, 2003). MNAR creates a situation that is difficult to handle 
in a study. Because the missingness of the values is related to the variable itself, there is 
usually no information to access the missing observations. To distinguish the MNAR and 
MAR, the relationship between the missing information and observed data needs to be 
known (McKnight et al., 2007). This relationship is difficult to distinguish unless a 
researcher asks the respondent the reason of non-response to the particular question.   
There are a number of widely employed approaches to handle missing data. In the next 
section, several techniques for handling missing data will be discussed.  
Methods for Dealing with Missing Data 
There are many approaches for handling missing data including listwise deletion, 
pairwise deletion, hotdecking, mean substitution, maximum likelihood estimation, and 
multiple imputation (Allison, 2001). This paper will focus on the sophisticated and 
rapidly increasing in use multiple imputation.  
Listwise Deletion (LD). LD deals with missing data in an intuitive way by 
dropping all cases with missing values. It is the default in most multilevel modeling 
software packages such as HLM 6.0 (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong & Congdon, 2005), 
SPSS (version 15.0, SPSS, 2007) and SAS PROC MIXED (SAS Institute, 2006). 
According to Allison (2001), a researcher employing LD might delete a large proportion 
of cases with a resulting loss of statistical power, data variability, and generalizability. 
This is particularly a problem when researchers have a small sample size and high rates 
of missing data, because they might end up losing a large portion of the data. LD is 
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appropriate when data are MCAR because reduced sample size will be a random subset 
sample of the original sample; therefore, parameter estimates should be unbiased (Little 
& Rubin, 1987). However, when the data are MAR or MNAR, LD can yield biased 
estimates (Allison, 2001). When the probability of missingness on any of the independent 
variables depends on the values of the dependent variable, the estimates of  an analysis 
(e.g. regression) using LD could be biased (Allison, 2001) However, if data are MCAR 
and small amounts of data are missing then using LD can be appropriate.   
Multiple Imputation (MI). MI is rapidly increasing as a preferred method and is 
one of the most sophisticated methods for handling missing data. Rubin (1987) developed 
the basic idea of MI, which was to treat missing data as random variables and replace the 
missing values with more than one simulated value. The goal was to create simulated 
values for the missing values so that the complete data set would replicate the original 
variance-covariance matrix. MI makes the assumption that the data are at least MAR. 
Thus, MI will also work well with MCAR (Schafer & Olsen, 1998). 
MI has three phases: imputation, analysis, and pooling of parameter estimates 
(Peugh & Enders, 2004). In the imputation phase, each missing value is replaced by a set 
of m > 1 plausible values, where m is typically a small value (3-10) (Schafer & Olsen, 
1998). The imputation phase is an iterative procedure. A series of predicted values are 
derived from a covariance matrix of existing data, and missing values are replaced by the 
predicted scores from those equations (Schafer, 1997). This process will be elaborated on 
below. In the second phase, each of the complete datasets is analyzed by the desired 
statistical methods (here, CCREM). At the pooling stage, the results (parameter and 
standard error estimates) are combined using rules provided by Rubin (1987) to produce 
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overall parameter estimates and standard errors that reflect the missing data uncertainty 
(Schafer & Olsen, 1998). Furthermore, Schafer (1997) suggested that no more than 10 
imputations are required if the fraction of missing data is not large. Gold, Bentler, and 
Kim (2003) suggested that with 30% or less missing data, five imputed data sets should 
be sufficient. 
Allison (2001) summarized MI in six steps. In the first step, the Bayesian Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method uses the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm 
where the means and standard deviations from available cases are calculated as the initial 
estimates. The resulting estimates are then used to begin the MCMC process. Because the 
model parameters are estimated from the observed and filled-in data, the parameters can 
be considered to have a posterior probability distribution. In the second step, for each 
missing data pattern, a series of regression equations are created using the initial 
estimates from the first step (the means and covariance matrix of the variables). In the 
third step, missing values are imputed from the predicted values from the series of 
regression equations and a random draw is made from the distribution of residuals where 
it is added to the predicted values. After imputing all missing data, the fourth step starts 
where all the parameters are re-estimated using the “completed” data set. In the fifth step, 
based on the newly calculated means and covariances, a random draw takes place from 
the posterior distribution of the means and covariances (the posterior step). In the last 
step, steps 2 through 5 are repeated until the distribution of covariance matrices stops 
changing in a substantial way and every kth iteration is extracted to be utilized for data 
analysis. 
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Each of the m datasets is then analyzed with HLM and then the results are pooled 
together using Rubin’s rules (1987) for combining parameter and standard error estimates 
to result in a single set of estimates. A single estimate for each parameter is obtained by 
averaging across the m imputed data sets:  
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where iQˆ is the parameter estimate from the ith imputed data set.  
The variance estimate for each parameter takes into account the variability within 
each imputed dataset  
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where iUˆ is the variance estimate from the ith imputed data set, as well as the variance 
between imputations   
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Finally, the total variance will be calculated, which is the variance estimate 
associated with Qˆ  
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MI can provide more information in the presence of small sample sizes or high 
rates of missing data with multivariate statistical approaches. MI can be used almost in 
any setting, especially if the data are MAR (Allison, 2001). As Allison (2001) notes,  
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All the common methods for salvaging information from cases with missing data 
typically make things worse: They introduce substantial bias, make the analysis 
more sensitive to departures from MAR and MCAR, or yield standard error 
estimates that are incorrect (usually too low) (p.12). 
Multiple imputation is also an increasingly popular method in applied multilevel 
modeling. Sample size is a crucial factor in multilevel analysis due to its statistical power. 
Because variances at all levels of the data are analyzed simultaneously, the multilevel 
analyses require larger sample sizes than other multivariate procedures (Zhang, 2005). 
Therefore, handling missing data in multilevel models is important since it requires a 
large sample size. MI also can be easily implemented with SAS, using PROC MI and 
PROC MIANALYZE (SAS Institute, 2005). In addition; MI can be implemented through 
other programs: NORM (Schafer, 1999), CAT (Schafer, 1997a), PAN (Schafer, 1997b) 
SPSS (version 15.0, SPSS, 2007) and S-PLUS (version 6.0, Insightful Corporation, 
2001). 
Missing Data and Multilevel Modeling in the Literature 
The topic of missing data with multilevel modeling has not been frequently 
explored. Gibson and Olejnik (2003) conducted a simulation study comparing eight 
missing data techniques: LD, pairwise deletion (where all available data are used and no 
method is used to replace the missing values), single imputation (utilizing methods such 
as regression for imputing missing values), mean substitution (replacing all missing data 
in a variable by the mean of that variable), weighting imputation (weighting parameters 
based on the observed data), group mean substitution ( replacing missing data in a 
variable by the mean of sub groups’ value of that variable) the EM algorithm (the 
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beginning idea of imputation), and MI with a traditional HLM. In their simulation study, 
the missing data were at the second level of a two-level HLM. The manipulated 
conditions included the number of level-2 variables (2 and 4 explanatory variables), 
level-2 sample size (sample size of 30 and 160), level-1 intercept-slope correlation 
(correlated either at .2 or .8), and percentage of missing data (10% and 40% missingness). 
They found that LD, the EM algorithm and group mean substitution performed equally 
well, whereas overall mean substitution and MI performed poorly when compared to 
complete data condition (as a baseline condition). They attributed the poor performance 
of MI (which was hypothesized to perform well) to the fact that only level-2 data were 
missing and when the sample size at level-2 was small (30), results based on the MI may 
have become unstable. Furthermore, MI performed better (not biased parameter 
estimates) with a level-2 sample size of 160, which was the large sample condition when 
a missing data proportion was 10%. When the missing data proportion was 40% and the 
sample size was 160,  MI yielded overestimates of the variability of the school means 
(intercepts) and also overestimates of the variability of slopes when comparing to 
complete data condition. 
Another simulation study examining multilevel modeling and multilevel structural 
equation modeling (MSEM) with missing data was conducted by Zhang (2005). The 
influence of non-normality and performance of multiple imputation utilizing the 
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm was investigated. The statistical power, bias 
for the parameter and standard error estimates for the main effects and cross-level 
interaction in a two-level model were compared across four manipulated conditions: 
analysis methods (HLM and MSEM), percent of missing data at level-1 and level-2 (15% 
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and 30% missingness), total sample size (300, 500, 1500, and 2500) and normality 
condition (three configurations: normality, moderate non-normality, severe non-
normality). These configurations were achieved by different combinations of skewness 
and kurtosis following Fleishma’s power transformation method. All methods for 
handling missing data were compared to baseline conditions with complete data. Because 
of the model difference between HLM and MSEM only the main and interaction effects 
were compared and presented. The power based on imputed data was compared with 
complete data condition, and both HLM and MSEM were similar in terms of their 
estimation of the main effects and cross-level interaction. The bias of the parameter and 
standard error estimates was evaluated with the root mean square of the difference 
RMSD across the 100 iterations. The means and standard deviations of the RMSD for the 
main and cross-level interaction effects and their standard errors were compared using 
factorial ANOVAs. Using MI procedure, all the interactions among missingness 
proportion, analysis method and sample size were significant. When comparing 
parameter estimates, a higher portion of missing data (30%) generated larger bias 
magnitude with MI. Furthermore, their results showed that a higher proportion of missing 
data (30%) tended to produce more bias in parameter and standard error estimates.  
One of the benefits of MI is the use of other related variables (termed auxiliary 
variables) to improve the quality of the imputed data. Rubin (1996) explored the 
possibility of including auxiliary variables in the context of MI. He argued that when 
auxiliary variables are added to an imputation procedure, the bias and efficiency may 
improve even though the auxiliary variables are not included in the final statistical 
analyses (e.g., the estimation of the HLM). Furthermore, they are not related to the 
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interest of the study, but possibly related to the inclination of the missing data. Several 
previous methodological studies (Collins, Schafer & Kam,2001; Peugh &Enders, 2004) 
suggested that the use of auxiliary variables can improve the performance of MI. Using 
auxiliary variables might reduce possible bias (Collins, 2006). For example, a researcher 
might be interested in looking at student achievement on a number of educational 
predictors. In the study, it is suspected that socioeconomic status (SES) may be related to 
the reason why data are missing, but SES is not a variable that is of interest in the HLM. 
SES can be used as a predictor in the imputation model and this should enhance the 
results of MI since achievement and SES are correlated.  
An important methodological study regarding missing data was conducted by 
Peugh and Enders (2004). In their study, the authors provided an overview of missing-
data theory, maximum likelihood estimation, and multiple imputation. They also 
reviewed the methods of 23 applied research studies with missing-data and provided a 
demonstration of MI and maximum likelihood estimation (ML) using the Longitudinal 
Study of American Youth data. They also explored the use of an auxiliary variable with 
MI in a simulation study. The results indicated that exploring the impact of  missing data 
in applied research increased significantly between 1999 and 2003, but the use of ML or 
MI was rare; the applied studies relied almost completely on listwise and pairwise 
deletion. The results of their simulation study indicated that the HLM parameter 
estimates were comparable when either ML or MI was utilized. However, the study 
results showed that the use of an auxiliary variable with MI improved the parameter 
estimates; hence, reducing bias.  
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Collins, Schafer, and Kam (2001) also explored the use of an auxiliary variable 
with MI. A simulation study was conducted to compare the minimal and maximum (the 
dosage) use of auxiliary variables with ML and MI. The minimal use of auxiliary 
variables was described as including few or no auxiliary variables whereas the maximum 
use of auxiliary variables was described as including numerous auxiliary variables. When 
missingness was MAR, including one or more auxiliary variable resulted in a decrease in 
standard error bias, and thus an increase in statistical power. Furthermore, they advised 
that missing data software programs should be designed to encourage researchers to use 
auxiliary variables.  
A search of recent educational research (1995-2008) using the terms “cross-
classified data,” “multiple imputation,” “CCREM,” “missing data,” and “incomplete 
data” in the PsycInfo database indicated that there were 14 studies using CCREM 
models, but none of these studies discussed whether there were missing data or how 
missing data were handled; hence, techniques for handling missing data were not 
discussed.  
Statement of the Problem 
Because cross-classified modeling is relatively new, there has been no simulation 
research on the impact of missing data on its parameter and standard error estimates. 
Using a search of applied articles from PsycInfo database, researchers conducting 
CCREM were typically seen to use the default for handling missing data, LD. Additional 
research is needed to explore more advanced techniques such as MI. A Monte Carlo 
simulation study was conducted to investigate the impact of missing data using an 
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educational setting illustration where students belong to more than one unit at a given 
level.  
The purpose of this simulation study was to examine the impact of MCAR, MAR, 
and MNAR data on CCREM estimates when MI is utilized. The performance of this 
method was compared under a number of manipulated conditions including the 
percentage of missing data and the use of an auxiliary variable. This research expanded 
on the CCREM simulation work of Meyers (2004) by the inclusion of studying the 
impact of missing data and use of MI with CCREM.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 
The purpose of this Monte Carlo simulation study was to examine the impact of 
missing data on CCREM estimates when multiple imputation (MI) is employed. This 
research expanded on the CCREM work of Meyers (2004) by the inclusion of studying 
the impact of missing data and use of MI with CCREM. In order to illustrate this type of 
scenario, Meyers and Beretvas’s (2006) example of students who are cross-classified 
within middle schools and high schools was used. Several factors were manipulated to 
investigate the impact of missing data at level-1 on cross-classified models. These factors 
included the type of missingness, the percent of missingness, the correlation between the 
residuals for the two cross-classified factors, the numbers of levels of each cross-
classified factor, the number of middle school feeding into each high school, and the 
correlation between the level-1 predictor and an auxiliary variable. The performance of 
MI was assessed through the relative bias of the model fixed effects and their standard 
error estimates.  
Study Design 
In this simulation study, a simple multilevel scenario where students are cross-
classified by middle school and high school was used as the framework to illustrate the 
multilevel model. Similar to the model used in Meyers and Beretvas (2006), in this 
simulation study three predictor variables were included in the generating model. At 
level-1, one predictor, “reading achievement score” (X), and at level-2, one predictor for 
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each of the two cross-classified factors were included. As in Meyers and Beretvas’ (2006) 
CCREM model, “school size” (W) was included as the middle school predictor and “the 
percent of students receiving free or reduced lunch” (Z) was used as the high school 
predictor. Furthermore, “SAT scores” (Y) was used as the outcome variable. The model 
estimated is as follows: 
Level 1:  
)()()(1)(0)( jkijkijkjkjki eXY ++= ββ               (19) 
 
Level 2:  
kjkjjk cbZW 0000020010000)(0 ++++= γγγβ     (20) 
 100)(1 γβ =jk  
Combining equations, the final model becomes: 
[ ])(0000020010)(100000)( jkikjkjjkijki ecbZWXY ++++++= γγγγ  (21) 
where i indexes students, j indexes high schools, and k indexes middle schools. At level-
1, ( )i jkY  is the “SAT score” for student i who attended middle school k and high school j. 
The level-1 predictor, ( )i jkX , is the individual student’s reading achievement score. )(0 jkβ  
is the mean SAT score for students who attended middle school k and high school j, 
controlling for the other model predictors. )(1 jkβ is the predicted change in SAT score of a 
student in cell (jk) associated with a one point increase in reading achievement score, and 
)( jkie is the random student effect, or the deviation of the student’s SAT score from the 
predicted score based on the reading achievement score. This error term is assumed to be 
normally and independently distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance, 2σ . At 
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level-2, the intercept, )(0 jkβ , was  modeled in a way that part of its variability could be 
explained by both level-2 predictors. 000γ  is the overall average SAT score controlling 
for jW and kZ . The level-2 predictor, kZ , represents the number of students in middle 
school k and  jW represents the percent of students receiving free or reduced lunch in 
high school j. The conditional residuals, 00 jb  and kc00  , have variances 000bτ  and 000cτ , 
respectively. Additionally, these residuals are assumed to be normally and independently 
distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance. The effect of reading 
achievement, )(1 jkβ , was modeled to be fixed across middle and high schools at level-2, 
100γ . 
 In order to compare the impact of missing data on CCREM models to what has 
already been examined in the CCREM simulation literature, a number of the same 
conditions employed in the Meyers and Beretvas (2006) study was included in this study 
in addition to the missing data conditions. This study was designed to provide 
preliminary investigation into missing data issues at level-1 with cross-classified data 
while using MI. In addition, baseline conditions of no missingness were analyzed. The 
following section briefly describes the conditions that were manipulated in the Meyers 
and Beretvas (2006) simulation study along with new conditions to investigate the impact 
of missing data at level-1.  
Design Conditions 
Correlation of the residuals at level-2. In CCREM models, it is typically assumed 
that the cross-classified factors (middle schools and high schools) are in some way 
correlated (Meyers & Beretvas, 2006). For example, it is more likely that students from 
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economically disadvantaged middle schools attend similarly economically disadvantaged 
high schools, showing a logical explanation of pattern between socioeconomic status of 
middle school and high school. To mimic data from the NELS:88 dataset, Meyers and 
Beretvas (2006) used two levels of this factor: one in which the middle school and high 
school conditional residuals were correlated ( ρ =0.40), and the other in which no 
correlation was present between the residuals, ( ρ =0.00). These same two levels were 
incorporated into this study. 
 Number of feeder schools. Again using the NELS:88 dataset as a guideline, 
Meyers and Beretvas (2006) found that typically either two or three middle schools fed 
into a given high school. Therefore two levels of this factor, two middle schools feeding 
into each high school and then three middle schools feeding into each high school, were 
used.  
 Number of levels of the cross-classified factors. Using the NELS:88 data, Meyers 
and Beretvas found that 30 represented a small number of schools within a cross-
classified factor whereas 50 represented a large number of schools within a cross-
classified factor. Thus in this study, the number of middle schools and high schools were 
simulated to be either 30 or 50. In addition, the number of middle schools was always 
simulated to be equal to the number of high schools.  
Additionally, Meyers and Beretvas (2006) manipulated the number of students at 
each high school. The number of students in each high school was randomly generated, 
drawing from a normal distribution with a known mean (with values of 20 or 40) and 
standard deviation of 2. Thus, the average number of students in each high school 
randomly varied around 20 or 40. However, to minimize the number of conditions, the 
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number of students sampled from each school was not manipulated and was fixed at 30. 
The sample size of 30 is selected because this is the average number of students in each 
high school in Meyers and Beretvas’s (2006) study. As a result, when the level of the 
cross-classified factor was 50, the total sample size consisted of 1500 students, and when 
it was 30, the total sample size consisted of 900 students.  
Percentage of missing data. Missing data were introduced only in the level-1 
predictor, reading achievement. Three levels of the percentage of missing data were 
specified as suggested by Gold, Bentler, and Kim (2003): 15%, 30%, and 45%. The 
authors considered these three levels to be typical for low, moderate, and high 
percentages, respectively, of missing data. To illustrate, in conditions with 15% missing 
data, 15% of simulees was missing a value on their level-1 predictor. The description of 
how the missing data were introduced can be found below.   
 Type of missingness. Three different types of missingness were explored in this 
study. These three types of missing data were the MCAR, MAR, and MNAR missing 
data mechanisms (Little & Rubin, 1987). With MCAR data, the missingness is not related 
to values that would have been observed in the dataset. Thus, MCAR missingness was 
created so that values on the predictor variable at level-1 had an equal probability of 
being selected as missing. Because the MCAR data were deleted randomly, there was no 
relationship between the data that were missing and those that were observed. With MAR 
data, the missingness is related to some values on another variable observed in the 
dataset. Thus, in the MAR conditions, the level-1 predictor was set to have missingness 
based on values of another variable. With MNAR data, the missingness is related to the 
value of the variable itself (Little & Rubin, 1987) and so missingness was created based 
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on the values on the level-1 predictor. The processes for creating these missing data 
scenarios will be elaborated upon in this chapter. 
Correlation of auxiliary variable with the level-1 predictor. In order to test 
whether the presence of an auxiliary variable is improved the performance of multiple 
imputation, the last manipulated condition was the level of correlation between an 
auxiliary variable (“GPA”) and the level-1 predictor (reading test score). The correlation 
between the two variables was set to 0.1 or 0.3, representing small and moderate 
correlations (Cohen, 1988).  
Design Overview 
The seven design factors that were examined in this study were fully crossed [2 
(correlation of residuals) x 2 (number of feeder schools) x 2 (levels of cross classified 
factors) x 3 (percentage of level-1 predictor values missing) x 3 (type of missing data) x 2 
(auxiliary variable correlations)]. Each of these 144 conditions was analyzed for their 
performance using multiple imputation. The results from multiple imputation were 
compared with baseline conditions of no missingness [2 (correlation of residuals) x 2 
(number of feeder schools) x 2 (levels of cross classified factors)] for a total of 8 
additional conditions. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the conditions of the study design. 
Data Generation 
Data were generated in SAS (SAS Institute, 2005) to fit a two-level, cross-
classified multilevel model with students at level-1 nested within the cross-classified 
factors of middle school and high school at level-2. The data were generated based on the 
CCREM model that was described in Equation 21. One thousand replications were 
conducted for each of the 144 conditions with missing data and 8 conditions with  
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Table 1 
Conditions of the Study Design with Missingness  
Correlation of Residuals 
 1. 0.00 
 2. 0.40 
Number of Feeder Schools 
1. 2 
 2. 3 
Levels of Cross Classified Factors 
1. 30 
 2. 50 
Percentage of Level-1 Data Missing 
1. 15% 
 2. 30% 
 3. 45% 
Type of Missing Data 
 1. MCAR 
2. MAR 
 3. MNAR 
Correlation of Auxiliary Variable with Level-1 Predictor  
1. 0.10 
 2. 0.30 
 
Table 2 
Conditions of Baseline Study Design (No Missingness) 
Correlation of Residuals 
 1. 0.00 
 2. 0.40 
Number of Feeder Schools 
1. 2 
 2. 3 
Sample Size for Each Cross Classified Factor 
1. 30 
 2. 50 
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complete data. The student level variable, X (reading test score); the middle school 
predictor, Z (school size); the high school predictor, W (percentage of reduced lunch); 
and the auxiliary variable, A (GPA); were generated from a normal distribution with a 
mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Similar to the Meyers and Beretvas (2006) 
study, to represent moderate effect sizes, the slope coefficients was fixed at 0.5 
( 010γ , 020γ , and 100γ ) and the intercept was fixed at 1.0 ( 000γ ). 
At level-1, Meyers and Beretvas (2006) included a dichotomous student level 
predictor (gender); however, even though missingness can occur on dichotomous 
variables, MI makes the assumption that the data are normally distributed. So while MI 
has shown to be fairly robust to violations of non-normality (Enders, 2001; Graham & 
Schafer, 1999), it was of interest in this study to evaluate conditions under which MI 
should perform more optimally. Therefore, in this study the level-1 predictor was 
continuous and not dichotomous. After the variable values were generated, then the 
auxiliary variable was made to correlate with X according to the appropriate study 
condition. In addition, the auxiliary variable was only be used at the imputation stage 
with MI and was not included for estimation of the final CCREM. Lastly, the generating 
value for the student-level error variance, 2σ , was fixed at 1.0. 
Generating the combinations of middle schools and high schools 
Meyers and Beretvas (2006) paired middle schools with high schools by using a 
“feeding pattern” that depicted a scenario similar to what was found in the NELS:88 data. 
The feeding pattern refers to middle school- high school paired combinations (here 
referred to as cells) that were used for data generation. This same pattern was also 
incorporated in this study. For this feeding pattern there was a cell for each combination 
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of middle school and high school. With real data scenarios, it is not likely that every 
combination of middle school and high school occur. Therefore, the data were generated 
in a way that only some cells (combinations of middle schools and high schools) 
contained students. In order to create this feeding pattern, first a matrix of middle school 
and high school residuals was generated where the residuals between the two factors was  
correlated at either ρ  = 0.40 or ρ  = 0.00. After the matrix was created, the middle 
school residuals were sorted in ascending order as were the high school residuals. Each 
residual was assigned a rank based on its order.  
In conditions where two middle schools fed into a high school, the high school 
received 60% of its students from the middle school with the same rank. Next, the high 
school received the rest of its students (40%) from the middle school with the closest, 
highest rank. When there were three middle schools feeding into a high school, the high 
school received 70% of its students from middle school with the same rank. For the 
remaining 30%, high school received 15% of its students from each of the two middle 
schools with the closest ranks (one with the higher rank and the other with the lower 
rank). These same percentages were used in conditions where the correlation between the 
residuals was set to zero; however, the ranking of middle schools and high schools was 
not done. Instead, the pairing of middle school with high school for the feeding pattern 
was done randomly. Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrate these feeding patterns. 
In Figure 2 and Figure 3, schools have been ranked. For example, MS3 has the 
same rank as HS3. In the above example for the two feeder MS conditions, HS3 receives 
40% of its students from MS2, and 60% of its students from MS3. In the three feeder MS  
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Figure 2. Two Feeder Middle School Condition. Adapted from Meyers & Beretvas, 
2006. 
       Middle Schools           High Schools 
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Figure 3. Three Feeder Middle School Condition. Adapted from Meyers & Beretvas, 
2006. 
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Table 3 
Patterns of Missingness Simulated 
Missingness 
 
Type of  Percentage of Simulees with 
    Missingness  Level-1 Predictor Value Missing 
Correlation of 
Residuals  
  
p=.40    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
p=.00    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
Number of 
Feeder Schools 
 
k= 2    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
k=3    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
 
Levels of 
Cross-Classified Factors 
 
n= 30    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
n=50    MCAR  15% 
   MAR   30% 
MNAR  45% 
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conditions, HS3 receives 15% of its students from MS3, 70% of its students from MS3 
and 15% of its students from MS4. 
Generating Type of Missingness and Percentage of Missingness 
For this study, missing values was introduced in the level-1 predictor. In Table 3, 
the type and amount of missingness can be seen for each of the manipulated conditions. 
The simulation of the three missing data mechanisms mirrored the techniques used in 
Enders’s (2003) simulation study where he examined the impact of MCAR, MAR, and 
MNAR missingness with structural equation modeling data. When data were MCAR, 
each simulee had an equal probability of having the level-1 predictor value (“reading 
score”) set to missing. The percent of simulees with a missing value on the level-1 
predictor (Xi) was generated according to the specified study condition. First, a column 
vector of uniform random numbers was generated where values were between 0 and 1. 
The deleting process was accomplished by pairing the column vector of Xi values with 
this column vector of uniform random numbers. If the uniform random number was 
smaller than the desired proportion of missing data, the corresponding Xi value was 
removed. 
The simulation of MAR depended on values of the auxiliary variable, Ai, where i 
refers to simulee i. First, values on A were ranked in ascending order. Then, a percentile 
rank was assigned for each Ai. Next, a deletion probability, ip , was generated and it was 
inversely related to the percentile rank of Ai. For example, when Ai fell at the 20th  
percentile, ip was equal to .80, and when Ai fell at the 80th percentile then ip  was equal 
to .20. Next, a column vector of uniform random numbers was generated to be between 0 
and 1 where each random number is indexed by iv . The vector of Xi values were then 
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paired with this vector of random numbers. Finally, the deletion process started with 
choosing the lowest Ai, then if ii pv <  then Xi was set to missing. This deletion process 
continued from lowest to highest until the required percentage of missing data was 
reached: 15%, 30% and 45% missingness. In this manner, simulees with low values on Ai 
had a higher likelihood of having missing values on Xi.  
To simulate the MNAR missingness, a process similar to that of the MAR 
scenario was utilized. The values on Xi were placed in ascending order and then a 
percentile rank was assigned for each Xi. Next, a deletion probability, ip , was generated, 
which was inversely related to the percentile rank of Xi. Next, a column vector of uniform 
random numbers was generated to be between 0 and 1 where each random number is 
indexed by iv . The vector of Xi values was then paired with iv .   Next, the deletion 
process started by selecting the lowest Xi and Xi was deleted if ii pv < .  The deletion 
process continued in ascending order, until the desired percentage of missing data was 
reached: 15%, 30% and 45% missingness. 
Handling Missing Data 
After each replication has been manipulated to meet the appropriate design 
characteristics, MI was used for each simulated dataset with missing data. Once the 
missing data were imputed, then PROC MIXED was used to analyze the CCREM model 
found in Equation 21. The imputation model included the variables from both the student 
level (level-1) (Yi(jk), X,, and Ai) and level-2 variables (W and Z). PROC MI in SAS, 
version 9.1, (SAS Institute, 2005) was used to produce five imputed values (thus creating 
five datasets). According to Rubin (1996), three to five imputations are usually adequate 
in multiple imputation when the degree of missing information is not large. PROC MI 
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uses the EM algorithm to obtain the initial estimates for the covariances between the 
variables. Then, the resulting estimates were used to begin the Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) process. The MCMC imputation method is the default option of SAS 
(SAS Institute, 2005). Then the values from every 200
th
 iteration (the default in SAS) 
were extracted to form the five imputed datasets. These five datasets were then each be 
analyzed in PROC MIXED. Similar to an applied scenario where the auxiliary variable is 
not of interest for the research question, but may be related to the values of variables with 
missingness, the auxiliary variable was not included when estimating the CCREM model. 
After the five complete data sets were analyzed using PROC MIXED, PROC 
MIANALYZE was used to combine parameter and standard error estimates using 
Rubin’s combination formulas (see Equations 15, 16, 17 and 18).  
Data Analysis 
The estimated fixed effects as well as their standard errors were summarized and 
compared across the 1,000 replications in each condition. To evaluate the standard errors, 
the estimated values were compared with empirical standard errors obtained by 
computing the standard deviation of the parameter estimates from all the simulated 
datasets in a condition. Percent relative bias was calculated for both parameter estimates 
and standard error estimates. The percent relative parameter bias (used with all model 
coefficients) was estimated by using the following formula (Hoogland & Boomsma, 
1998):  
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where pθˆ  is the mean of the pth parameter for the 1000 parameters estimates and θ p is 
the corresponding population parameter.  
The relative standard error bias was calculated using the following equation: 
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where 
p
es
θˆ
ˆ  is the mean of the 1000 estimated standard errors for p
∧
θ  and 
p
es
θˆ
ˆ  is the 
empirical standard error, which will be calculated as the standard deviation of the 1000 
estimates of pθ . According to Hoogland and Boomsma (1998), acceptable cut off values 
for the relative parameter bias and relative standard error bias are within 5% and 10%, 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
The present study was intended to investigate the use of multiple imputation with 
cross-classified data under different patterns of missing data (MCAR, MAR, and MNAR) 
while including an auxiliary variable that is correlated with the variable with missingness 
in the imputation model. A total of 144 conditions was used in this simulation study to 
explore the use of MI. In each condition, 1000 replications were used, resulting in a total 
of 144,000 simulated data sets. Hoogland and Boomsma’s (1998) criteria of acceptability 
for relative bias for parameter and standard error estimates were used to evaluate the 
results of the simulated data sets.  
Relative Percentage Bias of Parameter Estimates 
The results from the relative bias of the parameter estimates can be seen in Tables 
4-11. The relative percent bias for the parameter estimates was considered acceptable if 
its magnitude was less than 5% (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). The parameter relative 
bias of all coefficients in the baseline conditions (no missingness) was generally very 
small in magnitude and was always considered acceptable according to Hoogland and 
Boomsma’s criterion. The relative bias magnitude in these baseline cells across all 
parameters ranged from -0.22% to 0.36%. In addition, the relative bias of γ000 ranged 
from -0.1% to 0.02% (see Tables 4-5). For the effect of the level-1 predictor, γ100, the 
relative bias ranged from -0.3% to 0.36% (see Tables 6-7). Lastly, the relative bias of the 
effect of the middle school predictor,  γ010, and the effect of the high school predictor, 
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γ020, ranged between -0.22% and 0.21% , and -0.01% to 0.15%, respectively (see Tables 
8-11).  
In cells with missing data, regardless of the manipulated condition, the relative 
bias for the parameter estimates were also always less than five percent in magnitude. In 
these cells, the relative bias of γ000 was small in magnitude and ranged from -1.2% to 
1.8% (see Tables 4 & 5). The bias magnitude of the coefficient associated with the level-
1 predictor (γ100) was never larger than 4%. In these cells, the bias ranged from -0.24% to 
3.8%. When the data were MNAR, the bias magnitude was slightly larger than other 
patterns of missing data (MCAR and MAR). For instance, with the MNAR data, the bias 
magnitude ranged from 2.4% to 3.8% whereas with the MCAR and MAR data, the bias 
ranged from -0.34% to 0.36% and -0.35% to 0.13%, respectively (see Tables 6 & 7). The 
relative bias of γ100 and γ020 were also small in magnitude. In these cells, the bias ranged 
from -0.56% to 0.39% and -0.24% to 0.34%, respectively (see Tables 8, 9, 10, & 11).  
Relative Percentage Bias of Standard Error Estimates 
Hoogland and Boomsma (1998) recommend a cutoff for acceptability of 10% for 
the magnitude of the bias of the standard errors. All standard error results can be seen in 
Tables 12-19. In these tables, any bias results that were greater than 10% in magnitude 
have been presented in boldface.  
Standard error relative bias of γ000. In the baseline condition (no missingness) for 
γ000, the bias was never above 10 percent in magnitude. For these cells, the bias ranged 
from -2.7% to 2.6% (see Tables 12-13). In cells with missing data, the bias magnitude 
ranged between -30.6% and 9.5%. When the data were MCAR and MAR, there was no 
substantial bias in all cells. For these cells, the bias magnitude ranged from -7.8% to  
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Table 4 
Relative percentage bias of γ000 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -0.112 0.011 
  0.4 0 -0.047 -0.050 
 MCAR 0 15 0.036 -0.033 
   30 -0.045 0.029 
   45 0.061 0.025 
  0.4 15 -0.071 -0.011 
   30 0.004 0.132 
   45 0.144 0.041 
 MAR 0 15 -0.015 -0.057 
   30 0.115 -0.020 
   45 -0.047 -0.012 
  0.4 15 0.079 1.857 
   30 -0.016 0.035 
   45 0.051 -0.026 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.701 -0.705 
   30 -1.110 -1.139 
   45 -0.862 -0.940 
  0.4 15 -0.810 -0.782 
   30 -1.211 -1.233 
   45 -0.931 -0.974 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.052 -0.012 
  0.4 0 0.017 0.110 
 MCAR 0 15 0.015 0.074 
   30 0.112 -0.012 
   45 -0.008 0.076 
  0.4 15 -0.017 0.060 
   30 0.040 0.034 
   45 0.103 0.009 
 MAR 0 15 0.119 0.111 
   30 0.105 -0.034 
   45 -0.033 0.013 
  0.4 15 -0.093 0.022 
   30 0.005 -0.012 
   45 0.063 0.110 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.770 -0.720 
   30 -1.132 -1.136 
   45 -0.843 -0.876 
  0.4 15 -0.802 -0.795 
   30 -1.210 -1.262 
   45 -0.945 -0.977 
Note. Absolute values below |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for 
parameters. 
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Table 5 
Relative percentage bias of γ000 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.027 -0.008 
  0.4 0 0.007 0.009 
 MCAR 0 15 0.111 0.062 
   30 0.032 -0.084 
   45 0.025 0.057 
  0.4 15 0.018 0.033 
   30 0.157 -0.043 
   45 0.128 -0.054 
 MAR 0 15 -0.068 0.090 
   30 -0.049 0.054 
   45 0.106 0.043 
  0.4 15 -0.060 0.108 
   30 -0.007 0.008 
   45 0.091 -0.027 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.743 -0.734 
   30 -1.125 -1.129 
   45 -0.861 -0.897 
  0.4 15 -0.796 -0.788 
   30 -1.142 -1.186 
   45 -0.941 -0.955 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.013 0.007 
  0.4 0 0.014 -0.038 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.042 0.029 
   30 0.096 0.058 
   45 -0.120 0.032 
  0.4 15 -0.064 -0.061 
   30 0.012 -0.051 
   45 -0.059 -0.076 
 MAR 0 15 -0.066 0.065 
   30 -0.104 0.059 
   45 0.012 0.066 
  0.4 15 0.070 0.048 
   30 0.034 0.035 
   45 -0.030 0.069 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.726 -0.727 
   30 -1.114 -1.067 
   45 -0.848 -0.899 
  0.4 15 -0.784 -0.762 
   30 -1.180 -1.230 
   45 -0.908 -0.948 
Note. Absolute values below |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for 
parameters. 
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Table 6 
Relative percentage bias of γ100 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.164 -0.021 
  0.4 0 0.035 0.143 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.113 0.073 
   30 0.025 0.006 
   45 -0.070 0.062 
  0.4 15 0.195 -0.005 
   30 -0.120 -0.133 
   45 -0.140 -0.009 
 MAR 0 15 0.046 -0.224 
   30 -0.191 -0.019 
   45 -0.017 -0.143 
  0.4 15 -0.237 -0.213 
   30 -0.137 -0.265 
   45 -0.280 -0.140 
 MNAR 0 15 2.470 2.460 
   30 3.521 3.611 
   45 2.560 2.609 
  0.4 15 2.678 2.664 
   30 3.840 3.871 
   45 2.746 2.763 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.014 0.007 
  0.4 0 0.070 -0.039 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.006 0.046 
   30 -0.214 0.130 
   45 0.084 -0.148 
  0.4 15 0.064 -0.087 
   30 -0.165 -0.220 
   45 -0.070 -0.117 
 MAR 0 15 -0.357 0.049 
   30 -0.160 0.049 
   45 -0.115 -0.256 
  0.4 15 -0.095 -0.197 
   30 -0.041 -0.001 
   45 -0.016 -0.172 
 MNAR 0 15 2.497 2.480 
   30 3.595 3.605 
   45 2.477 2.549 
  0.4 15 2.563 2.665 
   30 3.844 3.899 
   45 2.707 2.727 
Note. Absolute values |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for parameters. 
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Table 7 
Relative percentage bias of γ100 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.006 0.369 
  0.4 0 0.024 -0.013 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.073 -0.130 
   30 -0.098 0.020 
   45 0.011 -0.094 
  0.4 15 -0.072 -0.203 
   30 -0.355 0.031 
   45 -0.158 -0.059 
 MAR 0 15 -0.052 -0.217 
   30 0.007 -0.076 
   45 -0.235 -0.185 
  0.4 15 -0.118 -0.136 
   30 -0.003 -0.261 
   45 -0.347 -0.161 
 MNAR 0 15 2.458 2.504 
   30 3.639 3.619 
   45 2.563 2.567 
  0.4 15 2.705 2.653 
   30 3.800 3.830 
   45 2.734 2.740 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.033 -0.017 
  0.4 0 -0.014 -0.007 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.024 0.139 
   30 -0.217 -0.257 
   45 0.249 -0.193 
  0.4 15 0.137 -0.046 
   30 -0.108 -0.040 
   45 0.162 -0.172 
 MAR 0 15 0.135 -0.087 
   30 -0.194 -0.251 
   45 -0.264 -0.098 
  0.4 15 -0.058 -0.210 
   30 -0.208 -0.104 
   45 0.048 -0.260 
 MNAR 0 15 2.496 2.520 
   30 3.513 3.583 
   45 2.583 2.615 
  0.4 15 2.675 2.662 
   30 3.696 3.873 
   45 2.634 2.743 
Note. Absolute values |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for parameters. 
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Table 8 
Relative percentage bias of γ010 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.206 -0.106 
  0.4 0 0.072 0.057 
 MCAR 0 15 0.007 -0.051 
   30 0.094 -0.188 
   45 -0.379 -0.015 
  0.4 15 -0.014 0.110 
   30 0.107 -0.366 
   45 -0.241 -0.226 
 MAR 0 15 0.127 0.277 
   30 -0.175 -0.090 
   45 0.366 -0.048 
  0.4 15 -0.200 -0.303 
   30 -0.086 0.109 
   45 0.002 0.075 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.063 -0.031 
   30 0.010 0.053 
   45 -0.039 0.085 
  0.4 15 0.042 -0.022 
   30 -0.024 0.098 
   45 -0.075 0.024 
0.3 No Missing 0 0  0.042 0.159 
  0.4 0 -0.222 0.028 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.119 -0.216 
   30 -0.055 -0.177 
   45  0.044 -0.140 
  0.4 15 -0.120 -0.121 
   30 0.110 0.158 
   45 -0.561 0.026 
 MAR 0 15 -0.096 0.012 
   30 -0.167 -0.091 
   45 0.072 -0.118 
  0.4 15 0.133 -0.023 
   30 -0.026 0.095 
   45 -0.122 0.091 
 MNAR 0 15 0.110 -0.025 
   30 0.019 0.051 
   45 -0.015 0.030 
  0.4 15 0.170 0.035 
   30 -0.006 0.185 
   45 -0.026 0.002 
Note. Absolute values below |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for 
parameters. 
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Table 9 
Relative percentage bias of γ010 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.132 0.008 
  0.4 0 0.068 0.014 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.233 -0.035 
   30 -0.172 0.270 
   45 0.051 0.098 
  0.4 15 -0.174 0.018 
   30 -0.182 0.125 
   45 -0.184 0.109 
 MAR 0 15 0.088 -0.052 
   30 0.012 -0.130 
   45 -0.216 -0.086 
  0.4 15 0.068 -0.180 
   30 0.036 0.103 
   45 -0.092 0.184 
 MNAR 0 15 0.052 -0.012 
   30 -0.025 0.046 
   45 -0.067 0.128 
  0.4 15 0.006 -0.036 
   30 -0.122 -0.146 
   45 -0.067 0.070 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.033 0.002 
  0.4 0 -0.010 -0.005 
 MCAR 0 15 0.054 0.130 
   30 -0.014 -0.132 
   45 0.093 0.080 
  0.4 15 0.358 -0.090 
   30 0.166 0.391 
   45 0.090 0.130 
 MAR 0 15 0.030 -0.143 
   30 0.269 0.055 
   45 0.037 0.026 
  0.4 15 -0.168 -0.164 
   30 -0.071 -0.038 
   45 0.011 -0.030 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.010 -0.029 
   30 0.021 -0.139 
   45 -0.067 -0.027 
  0.4 15 -0.016 -0.074 
   30 0.052 0.101 
   45 -0.027 0.048 
Note. Absolute values below |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for 
parameters. 
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Table 10 
Relative percentage bias of γ020 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 0.090 0.084 
  0.4 0 0.246 -0.003 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.027 0.103 
   30 0.030 0.083 
   45 0.207 -0.130 
  0.4 15 0.080 -0.080 
   30 -0.014 0.006 
   45 -0.193 0.065 
 MAR 0 15 -0.113 0.165 
   30 -0.112 0.195 
   45 -0.164 0.223 
  0.4 15 0.114 0.092 
   30 0.302 0.008 
   45 0.082 0.178 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.037 -0.040 
   30 0.046 0.010 
   45 -0.040 0.074 
  0.4 15 0.044 -0.003 
   30 0.073 0.000 
   45 -0.024 0.032 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.154 -0.010 
  0.4 0 0.074 0.089 
 MCAR 0 15 0.053 -0.114 
   30 -0.214 0.112 
   45 -0.080 -0.018 
  0.4 15 0.131 -0.063 
   30 -0.111 -0.053 
   45 0.205 0.016 
 MAR 0 15 -0.010 0.002 
   30 -0.093 -0.087 
   45 0.161 -0.167 
  0.4 15 0.332 0.165 
   30 0.014 0.028 
   45 -0.149 0.056 
 MNAR 0 15 0.037 -0.006 
   30 0.058 0.002 
   45 -0.052 -0.046 
  0.4 15 0.010 0.005 
   30 0.044 -0.002 
   45 0.029 0.101 
Note. Absolute values |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for parameters. 
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Table 11 
Relative percentage bias of γ020 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -0.144 0.019 
  0.4 0 -0.113 -0.037 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.163 -0.075 
   30 0.149 0.068 
   45 -0.190 -0.207 
  0.4 15 0.167 0.035 
   30 -0.099 0.030 
   45 -0.165 0.183 
 MAR 0 15 0.244 -0.096 
   30 0.158 0.021 
   45 0.068 0.091 
  0.4 15 0.263 -0.140 
   30 0.040 0.125 
   45 0.061 0.053 
 MNAR 0 15 0.037 0.004 
   30 0.004 -0.021 
   45 -0.017 -0.080 
  0.4 15 0.001 0.054 
   30 -0.052 0.099 
   45 0.037 -0.078 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.088 -0.022 
  0.4 0 -0.031 0.160 
 MCAR 0 15 0.122 -0.206 
   30 -0.154 -0.131 
   45 0.135 0.176 
  0.4 15 -0.247 0.196 
   30 -0.103 0.345 
   45 -0.003 0.086 
 MAR 0 15 0.076 -0.041 
   30 0.344 -0.029 
   45 0.166 -0.177 
  0.4 15 -0.046 0.199 
   30 0.122 -0.004 
   45 0.058 0.000 
 MNAR 0 15 -0.024 -0.023 
   30 0.067 -0.047 
   45 -0.080 0.018 
  0.4 15 0.005 -0.023 
   30 0.037 -0.023 
   45 -0.006 -0.068 
Note. Absolute values |5%| are considered acceptable for relative bias for parameters. 
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Table 12 
 Relative standard error bias of γ000 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 1.870 -1.473 
  0.4 0 0.985 -0.063 
 MCAR 0 15 -1.686 -0.307 
   30 -3.649 2.094 
   45 -3.040 -7.181 
  0.4 15 -2.394 -2.202 
   30 3.052 -4.880 
   45 -4.446 -7.420 
 MAR 0 15 -0.856 -0.697 
   30 -3.598 -3.728 
   45 1.187 8.820 
  0.4 15 -4.505 -7.143 
   30 -2.730 -3.232 
   45 -2.819 7.978 
 MNAR 0 15 -15.370 -10.508 
   30 -18.228 -18.398 
   45 -24.895 -27.978 
  0.4 15 -10.094 -13.728 
   30 -19.183 -16.616 
   45 -30.673 -26.904 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 1.623 0.836 
  0.4 0 0.296 0.488 
 MCAR 0 15 -3.741 -1.083 
   30 -2.978 -3.239 
   45 -1.533 -5.530 
  0.4 15 -2.131 -0.601 
   30 -7.877 -6.677 
   45 -4.260 -5.320 
 MAR 0 15 -3.560 -1.852 
   30 -3.311 -5.295 
   45 -5.714 -1.325 
  0.4 15 -1.957 -5.156 
   30 -6.088 -2.521 
   45 -5.874 9.004 
 MNAR 0 15 -6.914 -8.046 
   30 -18.798 -21.982 
   45 -24.108 -22.282 
  0.4 15 -13.892 -9.911 
   30 -23.429 -19.487 
   45 -28.766 -28.917 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 13 
Relative standard error bias of γ000 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -1.741 -2.777 
  0.4 0 -2.060 -0.076 
 MCAR 0 15 -4.274 -2.435 
   30 -4.133 -2.732 
   45 -2.660 -4.235 
  0.4 15 -3.752 -3.451 
   30 -3.408 -7.855 
   45 -6.855 -6.480 
 MAR 0 15 0.508 -1.091 
   30 -4.951 -2.752 
   45 -0.662 -1.870 
  0.4 15 0.003 -4.661 
   30 -4.072 -4.341 
   45 -3.079 -1.748 
 MNAR 0 15 -5.922 -12.992 
   30 -17.381 -16.184 
   45 -24.206 -23.654 
  0.4 15 -14.540 -10.959 
   30 -13.437 -17.306 
   45 -23.582 -26.121 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.228 2.653 
  0.4 0 -0.439 -1.902 
 MCAR 0 15 -1.680 -1.222 
   30 -1.336 -4.520 
   45 -7.427 -3.835 
  0.4 15 0.003 -5.977 
   30 -4.036 -7.162 
   45 -3.029 -7.743 
 MAR 0 15 1.605 -3.643 
   30 -2.934 -6.908 
   45 -3.213 -6.124 
  0.4 15 -2.882 -5.485 
   30 -5.685 -1.980 
   45 2.331 -7.147 
 MNAR 0 15 -8.688 -7.550 
   30 -18.470 -13.243 
   45 -23.792 -22.932 
  0.4 15 -9.266 -11.832 
   30 -16.643 -19.302 
   45 -27.586 -27.406 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 14 
 Relative standard error bias of γ100 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 2.563 1.703 
  0.4 0 0.303 1.133 
 MCAR 0 15 0.343 4.413 
   30 0.320 1.954 
   45 1.520 -2.120 
  0.4 15 2.197 -1.465 
   30 2.546 1.557 
   45 2.246 -3.142 
 MAR 0 15 -1.116 0.077 
   30 -1.157 -1.402 
   45 1.604 4.760 
  0.4 15 1.537 7.235 
   30 -0.645 0.373 
   45 2.631 -2.821 
 MNAR 0 15 -1.323 2.768 
   30 2.408 -0.112 
   45 -0.245 0.544 
  0.4 15 0.615 2.279 
   30 0.582 -0.325 
   45 2.057 -0.586 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 1.174 1.370 
  0.4 0 -1.321 -0.433 
 MCAR 0 15 -0.180 4.277 
   30 2.987 -1.769 
   45 -1.226 -2.171 
  0.4 15 0.253 -3.435 
   30 -0.558 -0.933 
   45 -1.133 -2.313 
 MAR 0 15 -1.287 0.806 
   30 0.217 2.465 
   45 0.984 -2.060 
  0.4 15 0.928 -4.892 
   30 0.399 -1.384 
   45 -3.168 -1.820 
 MNAR 0 15 6.238 5.264 
   30 -1.839 0.375 
   45 -1.926 -3.196 
  0.4 15 1.613 2.420 
   30 2.842 0.162 
   45 -6.480 -3.726 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 15 
Relative standard error bias of γ100 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 1.036 -1.461 
  0.4 0 3.268 -0.685 
 MCAR 0 15 0.719 -2.333 
   30 -0.976 -2.128 
   45 0.162 1.028 
  0.4 15 -1.466 -1.781 
   30 -1.974 0.480 
   45 -0.220 0.051 
 MAR 0 15 -1.372 -1.479 
   30 -0.117 -1.693 
   45 -2.532 3.677 
  0.4 15 1.148 -2.940 
   30 1.344 -1.356 
   45 -0.631 -0.815 
 MNAR 0 15 5.255 1.757 
   30 0.671 -1.811 
   45 1.375 -3.966 
  0.4 15 2.873 3.686 
   30 2.013 -2.560 
   45 -0.917 -3.744 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -3.727 0.213 
  0.4 0 -0.941 1.154 
 MCAR 0 15 -2.669 -1.349 
   30 1.021 0.253 
   45 -4.414 -2.480 
  0.4 15 0.291 -0.432 
   30 0.716 0.116 
   45 -0.954 0.380 
 MAR 0 15 -1.833 -1.281 
   30 0.249 0.171 
   45 4.457 0.257 
  0.4 15 1.128 -3.668 
   30 -0.540 0.283 
   45 4.799 0.640 
 MNAR 0 15 -2.171 1.130 
   30 -4.371 1.916 
   45 1.037 -2.038 
  0.4 15 0.905 0.464 
   30 0.779 -0.786 
   45 -4.504 0.390 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 16 
Relative standard error bias of γ010 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -1.563 -1.087 
  0.4 0 -1.260 -1.676 
 MCAR 0 15 -5.398 -7.892 
   30 -3.183 -4.728 
   45 -6.086 -6.507 
  0.4 15 -3.402 -5.322 
   30 -6.258 -6.859 
   45 -4.607 -9.208 
 MAR 0 15 -6.517 -0.948 
   30 -5.931 -4.248 
   45 -3.601 7.175 
  0.4 15 -2.633 -7.703 
   30 -8.120 -4.033 
   45 -8.453 7.179 
 MNAR 0 15 -15.622 -15.374 
   30 -23.897 -24.853 
   45 -32.952 -37.048 
  0.4 15 -16.068 -14.780 
   30 -23.871 -22.740 
   45 -35.774 -32.808 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.484 -2.031 
  0.4 0 -1.210 -2.356 
 MCAR 0 15 -1.632 -3.084 
   30 -5.133 -4.371 
   45 -3.309 -3.947 
  0.4 15 -0.682 -3.234 
   30 -3.010 -6.062 
   45 -6.027 -12.021 
 MAR 0 15 -3.828 -6.408 
   30 -7.887 -6.293 
   45 -2.531 -3.624 
  0.4 15 -7.753 -4.643 
   30 -8.729 -4.991 
   45 -2.492 5.595 
 MNAR 0 15 -12.256 -9.415 
   30 -22.307 -24.760 
   45 -32.676 -30.305 
  0.4 15 -13.026 -12.200 
   30 -22.301 -24.148 
   45 -33.584 -33.001 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 17  
Relative standard error bias of γ010 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -2.098 -0.074 
  0.4 0 -0.319 -0.049 
 MCAR 0 15 -5.502 -3.155 
   30 -5.126 -3.724 
   45 -7.290 -4.261 
  0.4 15 -1.138 -3.997 
   30 -5.319 -3.437 
   45 -8.332 -10.038 
 MAR 0 15 -3.552 -4.675 
   30 -6.153 -3.331 
   45 -6.364 -2.752 
  0.4 15 -3.210 -5.371 
   30 -5.427 -7.626 
   45 -6.606 -8.876 
 MNAR 0 15 -13.334 -16.301 
   30 -20.581 -22.497 
   45 -32.653 -33.216 
  0.4 15 -18.406 -13.778 
   30 -23.806 -23.193 
   45 -33.188 -30.634 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 -0.567 1.446 
  0.4 0 -1.059 -0.700 
 MCAR 0 15 -5.175 -6.468 
   30 -2.916 -7.503 
   45 -7.223 -3.418 
  0.4 15 -5.484 -7.469 
   30 -8.867 -6.007 
   45 -6.701 -10.394 
 MAR 0 15 -5.017 -6.978 
   30 -6.536 -9.240 
   45 -6.306 -5.126 
  0.4 15 -7.809 -4.784 
   30 -5.001 -4.682 
   45 -5.579 -4.505 
 MNAR 0 15 -14.716 -8.464 
   30 -23.646 -20.929 
   45 -30.948 -34.245 
  0.4 15 -13.696 -13.468 
   30 -24.174 -24.450 
   45 -31.799 -35.199 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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Table 18 
Relative standard error bias of γ020 with two feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 1.855 -1.201 
  0.4 0 0.208 -2.931 
 MCAR 0 15 3.467 -0.484 
   30 -2.812 1.483 
   45 -7.314 -10.697 
  0.4 15 -4.776 -4.871 
   30 0.664 -1.134 
   45 -3.800 -3.714 
 MAR 0 15 0.336 2.479 
   30 -1.995 -5.992 
   45 -3.090 8.133 
  0.4 15 -4.023 -8.619 
   30 -7.624 -2.058 
   45 -6.736 4.221 
 MNAR 0 15 -14.893 -11.505 
   30 -22.250 -21.218 
   45 -28.673 -27.171 
  0.4 15 -16.114 -16.792 
   30 -24.132 -22.211 
   45 -34.211 -32.105 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.109 2.433 
  0.4 0 -1.030 -1.211 
 MCAR 0 15 -3.728 0.609 
   30 -4.290 -2.991 
   45 -2.949 -4.504 
  0.4 15 -1.171 -3.026 
   30 -5.675 -8.955 
   45 -6.167 -5.590 
 MAR 0 15 -3.311 -3.247 
   30 -3.040 -6.748 
   45 -5.742 -0.869 
  0.4 15 -5.345 -2.050 
   30 -9.660 -2.310 
   45 -6.335 8.204 
 MNAR 0 15 -12.181 -7.025 
   30 -23.416 -19.137 
   45 -29.309 -29.686 
  0.4 15 -15.991 -14.801 
   30 -25.627 -22.044 
   45 -33.896 -34.094 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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 Table 19 
Relative standard error bias of γ020 with three feeder schools 
Level-1 
correlation 
Type of 
missingness 
Residual 
correlation 
Missing 
percentage 
Level-2 sample size 
30 50 
0.1 No Missing 0 0 -2.098 -0.074 
  0.4 0 -0.319 -0.049 
 MCAR 0 15 -5.548 -5.167 
   30 -5.704 -2.417 
   45 -5.895 -3.160 
  0.4 15 -4.430 -2.376 
   30 -6.443 -5.725 
   45 -8.782 -10.113 
 MAR 0 15 -3.115 -3.069 
   30 -7.515 -3.930 
   45 -0.212 -4.993 
  0.4 15 -2.315 -1.764 
   30 -6.896 -5.334 
   45 -5.064 -3.264 
 MNAR 0 15 -11.985 -11.640 
   30 -23.217 -20.234 
   45 -26.568 -26.490 
  0.4 15 -13.801 -13.554 
   30 -21.518 -19.410 
   45 -30.366 -30.187 
0.3 No Missing 0 0 0.567 1.446 
  0.4 0 -1.059 -0.700 
 MCAR 0 15 -2.991 -1.809 
   30 -5.574 -3.001 
   45 -8.000 -4.150 
  0.4 15 -2.540 -4.569 
   30 -6.313 -5.260 
   45 -7.283 -8.627 
 MAR 0 15 -0.300 -2.051 
   30 -6.368 -9.700 
   45 -4.473 -5.377 
  0.4 15 -5.187 -1.417 
   30 -5.176 -3.809 
   45 -1.658 -8.199 
 MNAR 0 15 -11.734 -9.778 
   30 -19.455 -18.757 
   45 -25.125 -25.015 
  0.4 15 -11.011 -12.201 
   30 -20.331 -20.057 
   45 -32.713 -30.419 
Note. Values below |10%| are considered acceptable for standard error bias. 
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9.0% (see Tables 12-13). However, when the data were MNAR, most cells exhibited 
substantial negative bias. For those cells, the bias ranged from -30.7% to -5.9%. There 
was no effect of sample size, level-1 correlation, and residual correlation on these cells. 
This bias; however, increased gradually as a function of the percentage of missing data. 
For the three levels of missing data (15%, 30% and 45%), the bias had a mean of -10.6%, 
-18.0%, and -25.8%, and a standard deviation of 2.8, 2.6 and 2.5, respectively, across all 
MNAR conditions. Across all MNAR conditions with two feeder schools, the mean bias 
was -19.1% (SD = 7.1), and this mean bias was only slightly smaller with three feeder 
schools, -17.2% (SD = 6.5). Additionally, the mean bias was -18.2% (SD = 6.4) for 
MNAR cells with a level-1 correlation of 0.1 and -18.1% (SD = 7.2) with a level-1 
correlation of 0.3. When there was no residual correlation, the mean bias was -17.1% 
with a standard deviation of 6.6. In cells with a residual correlation (0.4), the mean of the 
bias was slightly higher at -19.1% (SD = 6.9). 
In addition, there were a few cells with bias less than 10 percent in magnitude 
with MNAR data. Specifically, this was seen only in cells where 15% of data were 
missing and were more likely to occur when the residual correlation was 0 between the 
two cross-classified factors. In these cells, the negative bias ranged from 9.9% to 5.9%. 
All results are presented in Tables 12 and 13. 
Relative standard error bias of γ100.  For the standard error of γ100 (the effect of 
the student level predictor), the magnitude of the bias for the baseline conditions was 
always within 10%, ranging from -3.7% to 3.3% (see Tables 14-15). For the estimates in 
cells with missing data, no substantial bias was found even when data were MNAR. In all 
cells with missing data, the bias ranged from – 6.5% to 7.2% (see Tables 14-15).  
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Relative standard error bias of γ010. The relative bias of the standard error 
estimates of γ010 (the effect of the middle school predictor) in the baseline conditions (no 
missingness) was generally small in magnitude and was always considered acceptable 
according to Hoogland and Boomsma’s criterion. The standard error bias in these cells 
ranged from -2.3% to 1.4%. 
In cells with missing data, the standard error bias of γ010 was unacceptable under 
several conditions. When data were MCAR, only three cells had bias greater than 10% in 
magnitude and this bias was just slightly larger than 10% (never larger than 12.0% in 
magnitude). This bias occurred with a level-2 sample size of 50, a residual correlation of 
0.4, and 45% of the level-1 predictor values missing. In addition, for the MCAR data, the 
cells with no substantial bias ranged from -9.2 to -0.1% (see Tables 16-17). 
The bias in the standard errors of the MAR conditions was typically negative and 
generally modest in magnitude. There was no substantial bias in all cells, with the bias 
ranging from -9.2% to 7.1%. However, with the MNAR data, all conditions resulted in 
substantial bias, except two cells. In these two cells, the bias was just below 10% in 
magnitude and occurred with 15% of level-1 predictor values missing, a sample size of 
50, and a residual correlation of 0.4. For all cells with MNAR data, the bias ranged 
between -37.04% and -8.5% (see Tables 16-17). In these cells, the bias magnitude 
increased as a function of the percentage of missing data with a mean of -13.8% (SD = 
2.5) in cells with 15% of data missing, -23.2% (SD = 1.2) in cells with 30% of data 
missing, and -33.1% (SD = 1.8) with 45% of data missing. There was a slight difference 
in the mean for MNAR cells with a level-1 correlation of 0.1 (M = -24.1%, SD = 7.7) 
versus the mean in cells with a correlation of 0.3 (M = -22.7%, SD = 8.7). The means and 
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standard deviations were otherwise quite comparable with two feeders (M = -23.5%, SD 
= 8.5) and with three feeders (M = -23.2%, SD = 8.1) and then with no residual 
correlation (M =-23.0%, SD= 8.5) versus with a residual correlation (M = -23.7%, SD = 
7.9).  
Relative standard error bias of γ020. The standard error bias magnitude of γ020 (the 
effect of the high school predictor) in cells with no missingness never exceeded 10%. 
This bias ranged from -2.9% to 2.4% (see Tables 18-19).  
In cells with missing data, there was substantial bias in two cells. In particular, 
when the data were MCAR, the level-2 sample size was 50, 45% of the level-1 predictor 
values were missing, and the level-1 correlation was 0.1, the bias magnitude that was 
above 10% ranged from -10.6% to -10.1%. In addition, for the rest of the cells (those 
below 10% in magnitude), the bias of the standard errors when data were MCAR was 
typically negative and generally modest in magnitude. For these cells, the bias ranged 
from -8.9% to 3.4%.  
When the data were MAR, no substantial bias was found in any cells. In these 
cells, the bias ranged from -9.7% to 8.2%. Finally, similar to the standard errors of other 
parameters, there was substantial bias in all cells when the data were MNAR except in 
two cells. In those cells, the level-1 sample size was 50, the level-1 correlation was 0.3, 
the residual correlation was 0, and 15% of the level-1 predictor values were missing. In 
cells with substantial bias, the bias magnitude ranged between -34.2% and -11.01%. 
Again, similar to other parameters, the bias increased gradually as a function of the 
percentage of missing data (see Tables 18-19). For the three levels of missing data (15%, 
30% and 45%), the bias magnitude had means of -12.8% (SD = 2.6), -21.4% (SD = 1.9), 
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and -29.8% (SD = 3.1), respectively across all MNAR cells. There was mean bias of -
22.4% (SD = 7.7), and -20.2% (SD = 7.1), respectively, across all MNAR cells for each 
of the feeder conditions (2 or 3). Furthermore, in cells with a level-1 correlations of 0.1 
the mean bias was -21.6% (SD = 6.8) and -20.9% (SD = 8.1) for MNAR cells with a 
level-1 correlation of 0.3. Lastly, across all cells with no residual correlation, the bias had 
a mean of -19.8% (SD = 6.9), and a mean of -22.8% (SD = 7.8) with a correlation of 0.4.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the use of multiple imputation under 
three different missing data patterns for cross-classified random effects modeling. In 
addition, the effects of a correlated auxiliary variable were examined for MI’s 
performance along with varying the number of feeder schools, percent of missing data, 
and correlation among the level-2 residuals. Based on the literature review, in which it 
was found that not much work has been done within the framework of missing data and 
cross classified models, it was hoped that this simulation study would provide some 
preliminary guidelines for researchers using CCREM with missing data. 
The results showed that in general, MI met Hoogland and Boomsma’s (1998) 
relative bias estimation criteria (less than 5% in magnitude) for parameter estimates under 
different types of missing data patterns. While the bias magnitude was never greater than 
5%, the bias was slightly higher for MNAR cells than for cells with MCAR or MAR data 
only on the parameter associated with the student level predictor.  
 For the standard error estimates, substantial relative bias (defined by Hoogland 
and Boomsma as greater than 10%) was found in several conditions. While the majority 
of these cells occurred when the data were MNAR, there were several cells with MCAR 
data in which substantial bias (although always just slightly higher than 10% in 
magnitude) was found. These cells only occurred when 45% of the values on the level-1 
predictor were missing. In other words, the high percentage of missingness tended to 
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result in data sets more deviant from the original complete data sets and thus generate 
larger bias in the standard errors. In cells with MNAR data, substantial bias was 
consistently found for the standard errors of all parameters except for γ100 (the effect of 
the level-1 predictor). For this parameter, substantial standard error bias was never seen. 
Since the level-1 predictor was the variable with the missing values, it is interesting that 
its standard error did not show substantial bias. Instead, its parameter bias was slightly 
larger than that seen for the other parameters (but still below 5%), but otherwise the 
effect of those missing data all appeared in the relative bias of the standard errors for the 
other model parameters. For the standard errors of the other parameters, the bias was 
negative and increased in magnitude as a function of the percent of missing data. No 
study factor otherwise appeared to impact the bias magnitude (the number of feeder 
schools, the level-1 correlation, and the residuals correlation). 
When comparing the results from cells with no missing data versus those with 
missing data, MI worked well with cross-classified data unless the data were MNAR. 
Future researchers should feel confident applying MI with a level-1 missing data of 30% 
with MCAR and MAR data. Since 45% of missing level-1 predictor values produced 
substantial standard error bias in some conditions, MI should be applied cautiously to 
cross-classified data with more than 30% of the data missing. This result also supports 
the research conducted by Zhang (2005) in which he examined multilevel modeling and 
multilevel structural equation modeling with missing data. In particular, he investigated 
the influence of non-normality and performance of multiple imputation utilizing the 
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. He found that a higher proportion of missing 
data tended to produce more bias in standard error estimates.  Applied cross-classified 
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research in education may benefit from this information as it is frequently the case that 
the missingness in a level-1 predictor is 30% or less.  
When data were MNAR, there were very few cells without substantial bias. When 
no substantial bias occurred the degree of missingness was always 15% thus emphasizing 
that the effect of MNAR data is increasingly worse for higher degrees of missing data. 
MNAR creates a situation that is difficult to handle in a study. Because the missingness 
of the values is related to the variable itself, there is usually no information to access the 
missing observations.   
One of the benefits of MI is the potential use of an auxiliary variable to improve 
the quality of the imputed data. Unexpectedly in this study, however, the degree of 
correlation between the auxiliary variable and the level-1 predictor (the variable with 
missingness) did not impact the results for MI. While it was assumed that the greater the 
correlation between the auxiliary variable and the level-1 predictor, the better the 
performance of MI. However, this finding was not seen. It is unknown as to why this 
correlation did not impact the findings. This result should be investigated further to 
determine if there are other scenarios where the auxiliary variable might improve the 
performance for MI with cross-classified data. 
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
Although this study has findings that add to the body of literature in the area of 
missing data with cross-classified data, there are limitations in the study design and study 
conditions which in turn support future research. The use of different sample sizes at 
level-2, different auxiliary variable correlations with the level-1 variable, different level-2 
residual correlations, and varying percentages of missing data were used to mirror closely 
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conditions that are present during real data situations and in the literature of simulation 
studies. The generalizability of the simulated results, however, is restricted to those 
conditions studied. This section discusses the limitations and directions for future 
research. 
The first limitation of this study was the CCREM model utilized. The model 
described in this study is a simple model in which not all possible random effects were 
included. For instance, the effect of a variable (here, size) for one of the cross-classified 
factors (middle school) could vary across levels of the other cross-classified factor (high 
school). Future research should include models in which these random effects are 
included and missing data are present. 
The second limitation of this study occurred through the way multiple imputation 
was utilized. There are several ways of imputing the data when using multiple 
imputation. In this study, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Schafer, 
1997) was used. Future research should study different imputation methods such as the 
regression method and propensity score methods to compare their performance with the 
MCMC method. 
The third limitation of this study was that the missingness only occurred at level-
1.  In real data situations, however, it is possible that the missingness can also occur at 
level-2. While this is a limitation of this study, it is quite realistic in that it is common for 
applied datasets to have little to no missingness for the variables for each of the level-2 
cross-classified factors since variables at the level of the school or program are easier to 
collect than are data at the individual level (indeed, many relevant variables describing a 
school can now be found on a school’s website).  
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The fourth limitation of the study was that the auxiliary variable did not have an 
impact on the multiple imputation results. Possibly, the correlations that were included in 
this study were too small. Future research should explore different levels of auxiliary 
variable correlations with level-1 predictor. 
The last limitation of this study was the manipulated sample sizes. As the present 
study only studied two different sample sizes at level-2 (and these were constrained to be 
equal for each of the cross-classified factors), more combinations of sample sizes at level-
1 and level-2 should be investigated. In addition, although in this study middle and high 
school sample sizes were kept equal, unequal sample sizes are also possible in real data 
situations. Future research should examine MI’s performance under varying sample sizes. 
Educational Importance and Conclusion 
In educational research, it is very possible that students are nested within some 
type of cross-classification. The enactment of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB; 
Public Law 107-110, 2001) has also led to potential cross-classified data scenarios. Under 
this act, if a school fails to meet the state standards, parents have the choice of identifying 
a better school in the school district and transferring their child to that school. This 
change is problematic for traditional statistical designs, especially in longitudinal designs. 
The use of CCREM can help remedy that scenario and allow for students who have 
changed schools to have that cross-classification modeled.  
 This research also could contribute to educational evaluation and policy analysis; 
in particular, evaluation of after school programs. Again, under the NCLB Act, many 
state departments of education apply for after school programs funding from the federal 
government and then they partition this money out to the local education agencies in their 
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state resulting in a number of programs across the state. The use of program theory-based 
evaluation enables evaluators to provide feedback about the state-level program planning 
and implementation as it affects program performance at the school level. In these 
programs, cross-classification can occur where students from different schools attend the 
same after school program centers and where students from two different after school 
programs come from the same school. If researchers are interested in investigating the 
impact of characteristics of schools on after-school program outcomes, they need to 
consider the cross-classification of the data.  
Moreover, the presence of missing values is very common in datasets analyzed in 
educational research. The results of this simulation study suggest that MI can be utilized 
to handle missing data as long as the data are MCAR or MAR. If the percent of missing 
data is greater than 30%, then MI should be used somewhat cautiously, however. It is 
hoped that the results from the present study will be helpful to any researcher who is 
performing CCREM models in which missing data are a problem. More generally, it is 
hoped that this work will be useful and worthwhile to researchers wishing to gain a better 
understanding of how to use MI, and how it performs with cross-classified data.  
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APPENDIXES 
Appendix A 
SAS Program for Two Feeder Schools 
 
/*This SAS Code is adapted from Meyers, J. (2004) dissertation with an 
inclusion of missing data part 
/*Generating middle school and high school residuals based on a known  
correlation*/  
 
%macro generate;  
%let seed1 = 12541; 
%let seed2 = 93045; 
%let seed3 = 26889; 
%let seed4 = 74621; 
%let seed5 = 96519; 
%let seed6 = 42197; 
%let seed7 = 24775; 
%let seed8 = 88367; 
%let seed9 = 20569; 
%let seed10 = 68243; 
%let seed11 = 53197; 
%let level2n = 30; /*either 30 or 50*/ 
%let lev1corr = .10; /*either .10 or .30*/ 
%let rescorr = .0; /*either .4 or .0*/ 
%let missper=.4;/*either .15. .30 or .40*/ 
 
%do i =1 %to 1;/*Identifies the number of replications*/ 
*PROC PRINTTO LOG='C:\log.TXT' new; 
*PROC PRINTTO PRINT='C:\output.TXT' new; 
 
/*CONDITION:Number of levels of the cross-classified factors*/ 
proc iml;  
resid=normal(j(&level2n,2,&seed11));/*change this to 30/50 in other 
condition*/  
/*CONDITION: CORRELATION OF RESIDUALS*/ 
/* schools (high & middle the schools only correlated on .40 or .00*/ 
corr={1.00 &rescorr,  
    &rescorr 1.00};  
corr_root=root(corr); /*cholesky decomposition*/ 
fin_resid=resid*corr_root; /*correlating residuals*/ 
fin_resid2=4#fin_resid;  
create sasresid from fin_resid2; /*new variable*/ 
append from fin_resid2;  
quit;  
 
/*out of IML*/ 
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data sasresid; set sasresid;  
rename COL1= ms_res;  
rename COL2= hs_res;  
run;  
 
proc sort data=sasresid; by ms_res; /*sorted by the middle school 
residual, in ascending order*/ 
run;  
 
/*main feeder*middle or high schools*/ 
data one; set sasresid;  
retain counter 0;  
counter=counter+1;  
ms_id=counter;  
hs_id=counter;  
ms_size= int(30+2*rannor(&seed1)); /*number of students fixed at 30. 
the middle school sample size drawn from a normal distribution with a 
known mean 
(with values 30), sd=2)*/ 
 
cell_size = int(.60*ms_size); /*number of students*/  
size= 50+10*rannor(&seed2); /*mean=50, sd=10 */ 
middleschool_effect= .50*size + ms_res;  
free=50+10*rannor(&seed3); /* generating normal distributed data*/ 
highschool_effect=.50*free + hs_res;  
run;  
 
/*secondary feeder*/  
data onemore; set one;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size;  
ms_id=counter; /*counter means if it is countable*/ 
hs_id=counter+1;  
cell_size=int (.40*ms_size);  /*max. cell size*/ 
if cell_size = 0 then cell_size = 1;  
if hs_id gt &level2n then hs_id=1;  
ms_res=ms_res;  
run;  
 
proc sort data=onemore; by ms_id;run; /*sorted by the middle school 
residual, in ascending order*/ 
 
data merged;  
merge one(in=A) onemore (in=B);by ms_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res size middleschool_effect;  
 
proc sort data=onemore;by hs_id; 
 
data merged1;  
merge one(in=A) onemore(in=B); by hs_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id hs_res free highschool_effect;  
run;  
 
proc sort data=merged; by hs_id;  
  
data merged2;  
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merge merged(in=A) merged1(in=B); by hs_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res hs_res size free middleschool_effect 
highschool_effect;   
 
data grand;  
keep ms_res hs_res ms_id hs_id cell_size size free middleschool_effect 
highschool_effect;  
set one merged2;   
 
/*creating student observations-Level 1*/ 
data student; set grand;  
do student= 1 to cell_size;  
x1 = 50+10*rannor(&seed4); 
x2 = 50+10*rannor(&seed5); 
output; end;  
 
 
proc iml;  
use student; read all VAR {x1 x2}into studmatrix; 
corr={1.00 &lev1corr,  
    &lev1corr 1.00};  
corr_root=root(corr); /*cholesky decomposition*/ 
corrdata=studmatrix*corr_root; /*correlating variables*/ 
CNAME={"X1" "X2"}; *names variables; 
create corrl1 from corrdata [COLNAME=CNAME]; /*new variable*/ 
append from corrdata;  
quit; 
 
data combine; merge student corrl1; 
student_effect=.50*x1 + 4*rannor(&seed6);   
testsc=100+student_effect+middleschool_effect+highschool_effect;  
iter=&i; 
run; 
proc corr;  
var x1 x2 testsc; 
 
/*MCAR, creating MCAR pattern**********************************/ 
 
/* GENERATE uniform random number between 0 and 1 for each X1*/ 
 
data combine1;set combine; 
mcaruni= ranuni(&seed7); 
run; 
 
/*Generate MCAR missingness*/ 
 
data MCAR; set combine1; 
if mcaruni <= &missper then x1=.;run; /*percentage missingness .15, .30 
or .45*/ 
 
/*MCAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*MAR************************************************************/ 
/*Generate MAR missingness */ 
  
data combine2; set combine; 
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maruni= ranuni (&seed8);run; 
proc sort data=combine2;/*sort auxiliary variable, x2, by ascending 
order*/ 
 by x2; run; 
 
proc rank percent out=data1;/*Assign a percentage rank for each x2*/ 
var x2; 
ranks x2P; 
run; 
 
/* Assign a deletion probability for each x2(auxiliary variable)*/ 
data combine3; set work.data1; 
x2Por=x2P/100; 
X2DP= 1-x2Por; 
run; 
 
/*Deletion process will begin w/choosing the lowest x2 
until desired portion of missing data reached: 
15%,30% or 45%*/ 
proc iml;  
use combine3; read all var{x1 maruni x2dp} into marmat [colname = 
vars]; 
count=0; 
permar=0; 
 
 do i=1 to nrow(marmat) until (permar>=&missper); 
  if marmat[i,2] < marmat[i,3] then marmat[i,1]=.; 
  if marmat[i,1]=. then count=count+1; 
  permar=count/nrow(marmat); 
 end; 
 CNAME={"x1" "maruni" "x2dp"}; 
 
CREATE mardata FROM marmat [COLNAME=CNAME]; 
APPEND FROM marmat; 
quit; 
 
data mar; merge combine3 mardata; 
 
/*MAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*MNAR****************************************************************/ 
/*Generate MNAR missingness mnaruni=v*/ 
 
data combine4;set combine; 
mnaruni= ranuni (&seed9);run; 
proc sort data=combine4; /*sort x1 by asecending order*/ 
by x1;run; 
 
proc rank percent out=data2;/*Assign a percentige rank for each x2*/ 
var x1; 
ranks x1P; 
run; 
 
/* Assign a deletion probability for each x1*/ 
data combine5; set work.data2; 
x1Por=x1P/100; 
X1DP= 1-x1Por; 
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run; 
 
/*Deletion process will begin w/choosing the lowest x1 
until desired portion of missing data reached: 
15%,30% or 45%*/ 
/*Deletion process will begin w/choosing the lowest x2 
until desired portion of missing data reached: 
15%,30% or 45%*/ 
proc iml;  
use combine5; read all var{x1 mnaruni x1dp} into mnarmat [colname = 
vars]; 
count=0; 
permar=0; 
 
 do i=1 to nrow(mnarmat) until (permar>=&missper); 
  if mnarmat[i,2] < mnarmat[i,3] then mnarmat[i,1]=.; 
  if mnarmat[i,1]=. then count=count+1; 
  permar=count/nrow(mnarmat); 
 end; 
 CNAME={"x1" "mnaruni" "x1dp"}; 
 
CREATE mnardata FROM mnarmat [COLNAME=CNAME]; 
APPEND FROM mnarmat; 
quit; 
 
data mnar; merge combine5 mnardata; 
/*MNAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*Using Listwise deletion for handling missing data*/ 
data LD; set MCAR; /*change set option to MNAR and MAR for other types 
of missingness*/ 
  if x1=. then delete; 
RUN; 
proc corr;  
var x1 x2 testsc; 
title 'listwise'; 
 
/* MULTIPLE IMPUTTAION PROCESS, USE AUXILIARY VARIBLE "X2" IN 
IMPUTATION STAGE*/ 
/* condition: data change to MAR or MNAR*/ 
 
PROC MI DATA=MCAR OUT=IMPUTE_MCAR NIMPUTE=5 SEED=&seed10; /*change data 
option to MAR and MNAR*/ 
VAR x1 x2 testsc free size; 
RUN; 
quit; 
proc corr;  
var x1 x2 testsc; by _imputation_; 
title 'mi'; run; 
 
ods output solutionf = fixed_effects;  
 
/* Fitting the cross-classified model for imputed data */   
proc mixed data= impute_mcar noclprint covtest noinfo noitprint;  
class ms_id hs_id;  
model testsc= free size x1/s;  
random int/sub= ms_id;  
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random int/sub=hs_id;  
by _imputation_; 
run;  
 
ods output solutionf = fixed_effectsLD;  
/* Fitting the cross-classified model for LD data */   
proc mixed data= LD noclprint covtest noinfo noitprint;  
class ms_id hs_id;  
model testsc= free size x1/s;  
random int/sub= ms_id;  
random int/sub=hs_id;  
run;  
 
/*transposing fixed effects for imputed data*/  
proc transpose data = fixed_effects out= fixed_trans;  
var estimate StdErr tvalue Probt;  
id effect;  
by _imputation_; 
run;  
 
/*renaming fixed effects for imputed data*/  
data fixedeff; set fixed_trans; by _imputation_; 
retain intercept_est free_est size_est SAT_est  intercept_std free_std  
size_std SAT_std  intercept_t free_t size_t SAT_t  intercept_probt  
free_probt size_probt SAT_probt _imputation_;  
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_est = intercept;  
free_est = free;  
size_est=size;  
SAT_est = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='StdErr' then do;  
intercept_std = intercept;  
free_std = free;  
size_std=size;  
SAT_std = x1;  
end;  
if _NAME_='tValue' then do;  
intercept_t = intercept;  
free_t = free;  
size_t=size;  
SAT_t = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt' then do;  
intercept_probt = intercept;  
free_probt = free;  
size_probt=size;   
SAT_probt = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt'; 
keep intercept_est free_est  size_est SAT_est intercept_std free_std  
size_std SAT_std intercept_t free_t size_t SAT_t intercept_probt  
free_probt size_probt SAT_probt  _imputation_;  
if last._imputation_;  
run;  
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/*LD 
PART///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////*/ 
/*transposing fixed effects for LD data*/  
proc transpose data = fixed_effectsLD out= fixed_transLD;  
var estimate StdErr tvalue Probt;  
id effect;  
run;  
 
/*renaming fixed effects for LD data*/  
data fixedeffLD; set fixed_transLD; 
retain intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  intercept_stdLD 
free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD  intercept_tLD free_tLD size_tLD SAT_tLD  
intercept_probtLD  
free_probtLD size_probtLD SAT_probtLD;  
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_estLD = intercept;  
free_estLD = free;  
size_estLD=size;  
SAT_estLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='StdErr' then do;  
intercept_stdLD = intercept;  
free_stdLD = free;  
size_stdLD=size;  
SAT_stdLD = x1;  
end;  
if _NAME_='tValue' then do;  
intercept_tLD = intercept;  
free_tLD = free;  
size_tLD=size;  
SAT_tLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt' then do;  
intercept_probtLD = intercept;  
free_probtLD = free;  
size_probtLD=size;   
SAT_probtLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt'; 
keep intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  intercept_stdLD 
free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD  intercept_tLD free_tLD size_tLD SAT_tLD  
intercept_probtLD  
free_probtLD size_probtLD SAT_probtLD;  
run;  
 
/*combine all imputed data;*/ 
 
 
ods output parameterestimates=miparms; 
 
proc mianalyze data=fixedeff; 
modeleffects intercept_est free_est size_est  SAT_est; 
stderr  intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std; run; 
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proc transpose data=miparms out=estimates_trans;  
var estimate StdErr;  
id Parm;  
run; 
 
data estall; set estimates_trans; 
retain intercept_est1 free_est1  size_est1 SAT_est1 intercept_std 
free_std  
size_std SAT_std ;  
 
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_est1=intercept_est;  
free_est1=free_est;  
size_est1=size_est;  
SAT_est1=SAT_est; 
end;  
 
if _Label_='Std Error' then do;  
intercept_std=intercept_est;  
free_std=free_est;  
size_std=size_est;  
SAT_std=SAT_est; 
end; 
 
if _Label_='Std Error'; 
 
keep intercept_est1 free_est1  size_est1 SAT_est1 intercept_std 
free_std  
size_std SAT_std ;   
run;  
 
 
data comb_seed; set estall;set fixedeffLD; 
seed1=&seed1; seed2=&seed2; seed3=&seed3;seed4=&seed4;seed5=&seed5; 
seed6=&seed6;seed7=&seed7;seed8=&seed8;seed9=&seed9;seed10=&seed10; 
seed11=&seed11; iter=&i;  
level2n=&level2n; lev1corr=&lev1corr; rescorr=&rescorr; 
missper=&missper;  
 
proc append base=all_MCAR data=comb_seed; run;/*change MCAR to MAR and 
MNAR*/ 
 
%LET SEED1=&SEED1+2; 
%LET SEED2=&SEED2+2; 
%LET SEED3=&SEED3+2; 
%LET SEED4=&SEED4+2; 
%LET SEED5=&SEED5+2; 
%LET SEED6=&SEED6+2; 
%LET SEED7=&SEED7+2; 
%LET SEED8=&SEED8+2; 
%LET SEED9=&SEED9+2; 
%LET SEED10=%eval(&SEED10+2); 
%LET SEED11=&SEED11+2; 
%end; 
%mend;  
%generate; 
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/*Calculating Relative Bias of the Parameter Estimates*/  
 
PROC MEANS DATA= all_MCAR; VAR intercept_est1 free_est1 size_est1 
SAT_est1 /*change all_MCAR to All_MAR and all_MNAR*/ 
intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  
intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std intercept_stdLD free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD; 
 
OUTPUT OUT=PARM1 MEAN= Sintercept_est1 Sfree_est1 Ssize_est1 SSAT_est1  
Sintercept_estLD Sfree_estLD Ssize_estLD SSAT_estLD  
intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std intercept_stdLD free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD; 
OUTPUT OUT=SE1 STD= ssintercept_est1 ssfree_est1 sssize_est1 ssSAT_est1  
ssintercept_estLD ssfree_estLD sssize_estLD ssSAT_estLD ;  
 
 
DATA BIAS; SET PARM1;drop _type_ _freq_; 
PBIAS1_MI=((Sintercept_est1-100)/100)*100; 
PBIAS2_MI= ((Sfree_est1-.5)/.5)*100;  
PBIAS3_MI=((Ssize_est1-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS4_MI=((SSAT_est1-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS5_LD=((Sintercept_estLD-100)/100)*100; 
PBIAS6_LD= ((Sfree_estLD-.5)/.5)*100;  
PBIAS7_LD=((Ssize_estLD-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS8_LD=((SSAT_estLD-.5)/.5)*100; 
 
PROC PRINT; VAR PBIAS1_MI PBIAS2_MI PBIAS3_MI PBIAS4_MI  
    PBIAS5_LD PBIAS6_LD PBIAS7_LD PBIAS8_LD; RUN; 
 
/*Calculating Relative Bias of the Standard Errors*/  
DATA SEM1; SET  PARM1;  SET SE1; drop _type_ _freq_; 
 
SBIAS1_MI=(((intercept_std-ssintercept_est1)/ssintercept_est1))*100; 
SBIAS2_MI=(((free_std-ssfree_est1)/ssfree_est1))*100;  
SBIAS3_MI=(((size_std-sssize_est1)/sssize_est1))*100; 
SBIAS4_MI=(((SAT_std-ssSAT_est1)/ssSAT_est1))*100; 
SBIAS5_LD=(((intercept_stdLD-
ssintercept_estLD)/ssintercept_estLD))*100; 
SBIAS6_LD=(((free_stdLD-ssfree_estLD)/ssfree_estLD))*100;  
SBIAS7_LD=(((size_stdLD-sssize_estLD)/sssize_estLD))*100; 
SBIAS8_LD=(((SAT_stdLD-ssSAT_estLD)/ssSAT_estLD))*100; 
PROC PRINT; VAR SBIAS1_MI SBIAS2_MI SBIAS3_MI SBIAS4_MI  
                SBIAS5_LD SBIAS6_LD SBIAS7_LD SBIAS8_LD;  RUN; 
 
data MCAR;set bias;set sem1;run;/*change MCAR to MAR and MNAR*/ 
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Appendix B 
SAS Program for Three Feeder Schools 
/*This SAS Code is adapted from Meyers, J. (2004) dissertation with an 
inclusion of missing data part 
/*Generating middle school and high school residuals based on a known  
correlation*/  
 
%macro generate;  
%let seed1 = 46191; 
%let seed2 = 30121; 
%let seed3 = 40579; 
%let seed4 = 85197; 
%let seed5 = 31035; 
%let seed6 = 35163; 
%let seed7 = 12493; 
%let seed8 = 49569; 
%let seed9 = 44889; 
%let seed10 = 19455; 
%let seed11 = 16981; 
%let level2n = 50; /*either 30 or 50*/ 
%let lev1corr = .10; /*either .10 or .30*/ 
%let rescorr = .0; /*either .4 or .0*/ 
%let missper=.15;/*either .15. .30 or .40*/ 
 
%do i =1 %to 1000;/*Identifies the number of replications*/ 
PROC PRINTTO LOG='C:\SUKI.TXT' new; 
PROC PRINTTO PRINT='C:\STUFF.TXT' new; 
 
/*CONDITION:Number of levels of the cross-classified factors*/ 
proc iml;  
resid=normal(j(&level2n,2,&seed11));/*change this to 30/50 in other 
condition*/  
/*CONDITION: CORRELATION OF RESIDUALS*/ 
/* schools (high & middle the schools only correlated on .40 or .00*/ 
corr={1.00 &rescorr,  
    &rescorr 1.00};  
corr_root=root(corr); /*cholesky decomposition*/ 
fin_resid=resid*corr_root; /*correlating residuals*/ 
fin_resid2=5#fin_resid;  
create sasresid from fin_resid2; /*new variable*/ 
append from fin_resid2;  
quit;  
 
/*out of IML*/ 
data sasresid; set sasresid;  
rename COL1= ms_res;  
rename COL2= hs_res;  
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run;  
 
proc sort data=sasresid; by ms_res; /*sorted by the middle school 
residual, in ascending order*/ 
run;  
 
/*main feeder*middle or high schools*/ 
data one; set sasresid;  
retain counter 0;  
counter=counter+1;  
ms_id=counter;  
hs_id=counter;  
ms_size= int(30+2*rannor(&seed1)); /*number of students fixed at 30. 
the middle school sample size drawn from a normal distribution with a 
known mean 
(with values 30), sd=2)*/ 
 
cell_size = int(.60*ms_size); /*number of students*/  
size= 50+10*rannor(&seed2); /*mean=50, sd=10 */ 
middleschool_effect= .50*size + ms_res;  
free=50+10*rannor(&seed3); /* generating normal distributed data*/ 
highschool_effect=.50*free + hs_res;  
run;  
 
/*secondary feeder*/  
data onemore; set one;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size;  
ms_id=counter; /*counter means if it is countable*/ 
hs_id=counter+1;  
cell_size=int (.15*ms_size);  /*max. cell size*/ 
if cell_size = 0 then cell_size = 1;  
if hs_id gt &level2n then hs_id=1;  
ms_res=ms_res;  
run;  
 
/*three feeder condition 
 
/*other secondary feeder school*/  
data oneless;set one;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size;  
hs_id=counter;  
ms_id=counter+1;  
cell_size=int (.15*ms_size);  
if cell_size=0 then cell_size=1;  
if ms_id gt &level2n then ms_id=1; /*change to 30 in other condition*/  
run;  
 
 
proc sort data=onemore; by ms_id;run; /*sorted by the middle school 
residual, in ascending order*/ 
 
 
 
data merged;  
merge one(in=A) onemore (in=B);by ms_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res size middleschool_effect;  
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run;  
proc sort data=onemore;by hs_id;run;  
data merged1;  
merge one(in=A) onemore(in=B);by hs_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id hs_res free highschool_effect;  
run;  
proc sort data=merged;by hs_id;run;  
data merged2;  
merge merged(in=A) merged1(in=B);by hs_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res hs_res size free middleschool_effect 
highschool_effect;  
run;  
data merged3;  
merge one(in=A) oneless(in=B);by hs_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id hs_res free highschool_effect;  
run;  
proc sort data=oneless;by ms_id;run;  
data merged4;  
merge one(in=A) oneless (in=B);by ms_id;  
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res size middleschool_effect;  
run;  
proc sort data =merged4;by hs_id;run;  
data merged5;  
merge merged3 (in=A) merged4 (in=B); by hs_id;  
 
if A and B;  
keep ms_id hs_id cell_size ms_res hs_res size free middleschool_effect  
highschool_effect;  
run;  
data grand;  
keep ms_res hs_res ms_id hs_id cell_size size free middleschool_effect  
highschool_effect;  
set one merged2 merged5;  
run;   
 
/*creating student observations-Level 1*/ 
data student; set grand;  
do student= 1 to cell_size;  
x1 = 50+10*rannor(&seed4); 
x2 = 50+10*rannor(&seed5); 
output; end;  
 
 
proc iml;  
use student; read all VAR {x1 x2}into studmatrix; 
corr={1.00 &lev1corr,  
    &lev1corr 1.00};  
corr_root=root(corr); /*cholesky decomposition*/ 
corrdata=studmatrix*corr_root; /*correlating variables*/ 
CNAME={"X1" "X2"}; *names variables; 
create corrl1 from corrdata [COLNAME=CNAME]; /*new variable*/ 
append from corrdata;  
quit; 
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data combine; merge student corrl1; 
student_effect=.50*x1 + 5*rannor(&seed6);   
testsc=100+student_effect+middleschool_effect+highschool_effect;  
iter=&i; 
run; 
 
/*MCAR, creating MCAR pattern**********************************/ 
 
/* GENERATE uniform random number between 0 and 1 for each X1*/ 
 
data combine1;set combine; 
mcaruni= ranuni(&seed7); 
run; 
 
/*Generete MCAR missingness*/ 
 
data MCAR; set combine1; 
if mcaruni <= &missper then x1=.;run; /*percentage missingness .15, .30 
or .45*/ 
 
/*MCAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*MAR************************************************************/ 
/*Generate MAR missingness maruni=v*/ 
  
data combine2; set combine; 
maruni= ranuni (&seed8);run; 
proc sort data=combine2;/*sort auxiliary variable, x2, by ascending 
order*/ 
 by x2; run; 
 
proc rank percent out=data1;/*Assign a percentage rank for each x2*/ 
var x2; 
ranks x2P; 
run; 
 
/* Assign a deletion probability for each x2(auxiliary variable)*/ 
data combine3; set work.data1; 
x2Por=x2P/100; 
X2DP= 1-x2Por; 
run; 
 
/*Deletion process will begin w/choosing the lowest x2 
until desired portion of missing data reached: 
15%,30% or 45%*/ 
proc iml;  
use combine3; read all var{x1 maruni x2dp} into marmat [colname = 
vars]; 
count=0; 
permar=0; 
 
 do i=1 to nrow(marmat) until (permar>=&missper); 
  if marmat[i,2] < marmat[i,3] then marmat[i,1]=.; 
  if marmat[i,1]=. then count=count+1; 
  permar=count/nrow(marmat); 
 end; 
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 CNAME={"x1" "maruni" "x2dp"}; 
 
CREATE mardata FROM marmat [COLNAME=CNAME]; 
APPEND FROM marmat; 
quit; 
 
data mar; merge combine3 mardata; 
 
/*MAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*MNAR****************************************************************/ 
/*Generate MNAR missingness mnaruni=v*/ 
 
data combine4;set combine; 
mnaruni= ranuni (&seed9);run; 
proc sort data=combine4; /*sort x1 by ascending order*/ 
by x1;run; 
 
proc rank percent out=data2;/*Assign a percentage rank for each x2*/ 
var x1; 
ranks x1P; 
run; 
 
/* Assign a deletion probability for each x1*/ 
data combine5; set work.data2; 
x1Por=x1P/100; 
X1DP= 1-x1Por; 
run; 
 
/*Deletion process will begin w/choosing the lowest x1 
until desired portion of missing data reached: 
15%,30% or 45%*/ 
proc iml;  
use combine5; read all var{x1 mnaruni x1dp} into mnarmat [colname = 
vars]; 
count=0; 
permar=0; 
 
 do i=1 to nrow(mnarmat) until (permar>=&missper); 
  if mnarmat[i,2] < mnarmat[i,3] then mnarmat[i,1]=.; 
  if mnarmat[i,1]=. then count=count+1; 
  permar=count/nrow(mnarmat); 
 end; 
 CNAME={"x1" "mnaruni" "x1dp"}; 
 
CREATE mnardata FROM mnarmat [COLNAME=CNAME]; 
APPEND FROM mnarmat; 
quit; 
 
data mnar; merge combine5 mnardata; 
/*MNAR ends here******************************************************/ 
 
/*Using Listwise deletion for handling missing data*/ 
data LD; set MCAR; /*change set option to MNAR and MAR for other types 
of missingness*/ 
  if x1=. then delete; 
RUN; 
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proc corr;  
var x1 x2 testsc; 
title 'listwise'; 
 
ods output solutionf = fixed_effects;  
 
/* Fitting the cross-classified model for imputed data */   
proc mixed data= impute_mcar noclprint covtest noinfo noitprint; 
/*change data option to MAR and MNAR*/ 
class ms_id hs_id;  
model testsc= free size x1/s;  
random int/sub= ms_id;  
random int/sub=hs_id;  
by _imputation_; 
run;  
 
ods output solutionf = fixed_effectsLD;  
/* Fitting the cross-classified model for LD data */   
proc mixed data= LD noclprint covtest noinfo noitprint;  
class ms_id hs_id;  
model testsc= free size x1/s;  
random int/sub= ms_id;  
random int/sub=hs_id;  
run;  
 
/*transposing fixed effects for imputed data*/  
proc transpose data = fixed_effects out= fixed_trans;  
var estimate StdErr tvalue Probt;  
id effect;  
by _imputation_; 
run;  
 
/*renaming fixed effects for imputed data*/  
data fixedeff; set fixed_trans; by _imputation_; 
retain intercept_est free_est size_est SAT_est  intercept_std free_std  
size_std SAT_std  intercept_t free_t size_t SAT_t  intercept_probt  
free_probt size_probt SAT_probt _imputation_;  
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_est = intercept;  
free_est = free;  
size_est=size;  
SAT_est = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='StdErr' then do;  
intercept_std = intercept;  
free_std = free;  
size_std=size;  
SAT_std = x1;  
end;  
if _NAME_='tValue' then do;  
intercept_t = intercept;  
free_t = free;  
size_t=size;  
SAT_t = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt' then do;  
intercept_probt = intercept;  
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free_probt = free;  
size_probt=size;   
SAT_probt = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt'; 
keep intercept_est free_est  size_est SAT_est intercept_std free_std  
size_std SAT_std intercept_t free_t size_t SAT_t intercept_probt  
free_probt size_probt SAT_probt  _imputation_;  
if last._imputation_;  
run;  
 
/*LD 
PART///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////*/ 
/*transposing fixed effects for LD data*/  
proc transpose data = fixed_effectsLD out= fixed_transLD;  
var estimate StdErr tvalue Probt;  
id effect;  
run;  
 
/*renaming fixed effects for LD data*/  
data fixedeffLD; set fixed_transLD; 
retain intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  intercept_stdLD 
free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD  intercept_tLD free_tLD size_tLD SAT_tLD  
intercept_probtLD  
free_probtLD size_probtLD SAT_probtLD;  
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_estLD = intercept;  
free_estLD = free;  
size_estLD=size;  
SAT_estLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='StdErr' then do;  
intercept_stdLD = intercept;  
free_stdLD = free;  
size_stdLD=size;  
SAT_stdLD = x1;  
end;  
if _NAME_='tValue' then do;  
intercept_tLD = intercept;  
free_tLD = free;  
size_tLD=size;  
SAT_tLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt' then do;  
intercept_probtLD = intercept;  
free_probtLD = free;  
size_probtLD=size;   
SAT_probtLD = x1; 
end;  
if _NAME_='Probt'; 
keep intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  intercept_stdLD 
free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD  intercept_tLD free_tLD size_tLD SAT_tLD  
intercept_probtLD  
free_probtLD size_probtLD SAT_probtLD; run;  
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/*combine all imputed data;*/ 
 
 
ods output parameterestimates=miparms; 
 
proc mianalyze data=fixedeff; 
modeleffects intercept_est free_est size_est  SAT_est; 
stderr  intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std; run; 
 
proc transpose data=miparms out=estimates_trans;  
var estimate StdErr;  
id Parm;  
run; 
 
data estall; set estimates_trans; 
retain intercept_est1 free_est1  size_est1 SAT_est1 intercept_std 
free_std  
size_std SAT_std ;  
 
if _NAME_ = 'Estimate' then do;  
intercept_est1=intercept_est;  
free_est1=free_est;  
size_est1=size_est;  
SAT_est1=SAT_est; 
end;  
 
if _Label_='Std Error' then do;  
intercept_std=intercept_est;  
free_std=free_est;  
size_std=size_est;  
SAT_std=SAT_est; 
end; 
 
if _Label_='Std Error'; 
 
keep intercept_est1 free_est1  size_est1 SAT_est1 intercept_std 
free_std  
size_std SAT_std ;   
run;  
 
 
data comb_seed; set estall;set fixedeffLD; 
seed1=&seed1; seed2=&seed2; seed3=&seed3;seed4=&seed4;seed5=&seed5; 
seed6=&seed6;seed7=&seed7;seed8=&seed8;seed9=&seed9;seed10=&seed10; 
seed11=&seed11; iter=&i;  
level2n=&level2n; lev1corr=&lev1corr; rescorr=&rescorr; 
missper=&missper;  
 
proc append base=MCAR3feeder data=comb_seed; run;/*change MCAR3feeder 
to MAR3feeder and MNAR3feeder*/ 
 
%LET SEED1=&SEED1+2; 
%LET SEED2=&SEED2+2; 
%LET SEED3=&SEED3+2; 
%LET SEED4=&SEED4+2; 
%LET SEED5=&SEED5+2; 
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%LET SEED6=&SEED6+2; 
%LET SEED7=&SEED7+2; 
%LET SEED8=&SEED8+2; 
%LET SEED9=&SEED9+2; 
%LET SEED10=%eval(&SEED10+2); 
%LET SEED11=&SEED11+2; 
%end; 
%mend;  
%generate; 
  
/*Calculating Relative Bias of the Parameter Estimates*/  
/*change MCAR3feeder to MAR3feeder and MNAR3feeder*/ 
PROC MEANS DATA= MCARfeeder; VAR intercept_est1 free_est1 size_est1 
SAT_est1 
intercept_estLD free_estLD size_estLD SAT_estLD  
intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std intercept_stdLD free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD; 
 
OUTPUT OUT=PARM1 MEAN= Sintercept_est1 Sfree_est1 Ssize_est1 SSAT_est1  
Sintercept_estLD Sfree_estLD Ssize_estLD SSAT_estLD  
intercept_std free_std size_std SAT_std intercept_stdLD free_stdLD  
size_stdLD SAT_stdLD; 
OUTPUT OUT=SE1 STD= ssintercept_est1 ssfree_est1 sssize_est1 ssSAT_est1  
ssintercept_estLD ssfree_estLD sssize_estLD ssSAT_estLD ;  
 
 
DATA BIAS; SET PARM1;drop _type_ _freq_; 
PBIAS1_MI=((Sintercept_est1-100)/100)*100; 
PBIAS2_MI= ((Sfree_est1-.5)/.5)*100;  
PBIAS3_MI=((Ssize_est1-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS4_MI=((SSAT_est1-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS5_LD=((Sintercept_estLD-100)/100)*100; 
PBIAS6_LD= ((Sfree_estLD-.5)/.5)*100;  
PBIAS7_LD=((Ssize_estLD-.5)/.5)*100; 
PBIAS8_LD=((SSAT_estLD-.5)/.5)*100; 
 
PROC PRINT; VAR PBIAS1_MI PBIAS2_MI PBIAS3_MI PBIAS4_MI  
    PBIAS5_LD PBIAS6_LD PBIAS7_LD PBIAS8_LD; RUN; 
 
/*Calculating Relative Bias of the Standard Errors*/  
DATA SEM1; SET  PARM1;  SET SE1; drop _type_ _freq_; 
 
SBIAS1_MI=(((intercept_std-ssintercept_est1)/ssintercept_est1))*100; 
SBIAS2_MI=(((free_std-ssfree_est1)/ssfree_est1))*100;  
SBIAS3_MI=(((size_std-sssize_est1)/sssize_est1))*100; 
SBIAS4_MI=(((SAT_std-ssSAT_est1)/ssSAT_est1))*100; 
SBIAS5_LD=(((intercept_stdLD-
ssintercept_estLD)/ssintercept_estLD))*100; 
SBIAS6_LD=(((free_stdLD-ssfree_estLD)/ssfree_estLD))*100;  
SBIAS7_LD=(((size_stdLD-sssize_estLD)/sssize_estLD))*100; 
SBIAS8_LD=(((SAT_stdLD-ssSAT_estLD)/ssSAT_estLD))*100; 
PROC PRINT; VAR SBIAS1_MI SBIAS2_MI SBIAS3_MI SBIAS4_MI  
                SBIAS5_LD SBIAS6_LD SBIAS7_LD SBIAS8_LD;  RUN; 
 
 
data MCAR3feeder;set bias; set sem1; run;/*change MCAR3feeder to 
MAR3feeder and MNAR3feeder*/ 
